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Fine weather, a swathe of excellent
acts great public participation and
excellent organisation resulted in this
years Folk Festival being acclaimed as
“the best ever” by numerous festival
goers as proceedings wound down on
the Sunday evening.
Closing the Festival were the Melbourne
based group The Woohoo Revue, led in
a dynamic performance by violinist
Sarah Busuttil with the other five
talented performers/

K. V. Hall: a brilliant setting for Trivia night

Folk Festival
was a first
class show

see page 3
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Charging to a close
This year has passed like the blink of an
eye it seems and not much left till it is all
wrapped up.
I expect it is because there has been so
much in the way of community activity that
we all get swept up in planning,
preparations and performance that there is
little time to daydream or whittle away the
hours we have each day, to achieve goals
we have set for ourselves or what others
may expect from us.
A look at this issue of the Voice is proof of the
wide variety of events involved in the doings and
interests of our fellow citizens .
Starting with yet another stunning presentation of
the Buster Keaton Silent Movie Festival where
the crowd grew from six theatregoers on the
Saturday morning to a full house by curtain fall
(the old Valley time ethos at work) we were
rewarded with an outstanding program. With
variations provided by a rewrite by Peter Wesley
Smith, singing by Patsy Radic and vocal
interludes by Earle Cross and an expected high
standard performance at the piano by Robert
Constable the scene was set for a stimulating
month of enjoyment provided by valley residents
principally and then topped up with a great
selection of acts from in and more from outside
the Valley at the Folk Festival.
Next in the frame after KVBKSFF was the
inspirational blending of the FYRE drama
students with adult thespians as their
performance partners in The Magician’s
Elephant under the enthusiastic and creative
interpretation by Director Sarah Butler and her
cast.
Then the annual social highlight of the School
Trivia night stepped up for another presentation,
supported by a long list of sponsors and donors
(see page 39).
There were many participants from outside the
escarpments who swelled the numbers and I am
sure they will be back for another fun night.
The degree of organisation required to stage an
event like this is considerable and taking into

Letters to the Editor
All letters must be signed
by the writer and give both
business and home phone
numbers so letters can be
verified if necessary.
The writer’s name will be
published with the letter.
Mail to :
The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley. 2577
Or
thevoice@kagaroovalley.nsw.au

account the relatively small number of
available bodies to help, the P & C produced
another outstanding show.
Another highlight was this years Folk Festival.
A great line up of acts (many first timers as
well as the reliable regulars) and for a change
near perfect weather all produced an
outstandingly popular event.
The 20 year celebration of the community built
Upper River Bridge is in our pages this month,
as is the completion of the footpath/cycleway
and the community is indebted to the efforts of
those who put their shoulder to the wheel to
achieve a great community asset.
More good news and reports from the special
walking aid device for young Finn Reynolds,
the start of the Men’s shed at Pioneer Museum
Park and the assistance of the boys from The
Scots College in a special clean up at the park .
News about the development of the Village
Garden (p 16) with more to come on that
project soon, while our columnists have been
hard at work during the month to bring you a
raft of advice, suggestions and ideas which
considering the feedback we receive in the
editorial office, is rewarding for them and
heartwarming for us, as the Voice continues to
develop and expand the story base for you.
On that point we are pleased to present a new
young writer Ellie Williams) who has
undertaken the challenge of updating the more
senior of our community in the highways and
byways of modern technology (see Ellie’s first
column on page 31.
The last couple of items involving physical
activity is the first night walk by the Valley
Bushwalking group and an outline of The
Scots College traditional event entitled The
Long Journey Home.
Details of this six day event begin on page 41
and some senior residents on the staff roster
have been lucky enough to get an invitation to
escort the boys back to Bellevue Hill.
Another month of fun awaits.
Good luck to all in whatever endeavour.
Carl Leddy
The Editor

A team worth cheering for
I would like to offer my thanks to the tireless
work of Ron Bower – and his team – on the
Kangaroo Valley Pathways.
Ron was fundraiser extraordinaire; coordinator of workers; organiser of materials
and undisputed team leader of the project.
Last weekend the final section of pathway was
laid (adjacent to Chittick’s farm) thus
completing a secure walkway from Nugent’s
Creek Road to Barrengarry Store.
The pathway is in constant use by walkers,
cyclists, dog exercisers, stroller pushing
(Continued on page 4)
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2012 Folk Festival a big success for the Valley

photographs follow on page 5 and page 46 of this
The last act:
After the most successful Folk Festival to
Woohoo Revue in full swing were
date testimonials and tributes came flooding issue or visit
one of the Fesival’s top line acts
in much to the joy of the organisers who had www.kangaroovalleyfolkfestival.com.au
put so much effort into assembling such an
excellent program to offer festival goers.
OH&S Gone Mad (aka The New Act or The National Prophecy)
Top acts such as Woohoo Revue were well
OH&S gone mad they say? What lies and exaggerations!
patronised and appreciated for their energy
Though it’s true that the festival has had to make a few trifling modifications
and enthusiasm in performance.
OH&S isn’t over the top but we care for wellbeing and health
A selection of other testimonials and
And festival-goers, you’ve shown us for years that you cannot take care of yourself

Locals applaud the Festival

So I’ll just explain a few changes this year and I trust that you will understand
It’s just for your safety a few of the things that we used to enjoy here are banned

Folking mad

It’s clear now that dancing is very high risk: you may trip and be injured and sue us
And the festival team need to demonstrate clearly that legally you can’t pursue us

Not really “folkies”, prior to this year
we have only attended the KV Folk
Festival to support our children’s
performances with KVPS.
A broader experience this year and we
wondered why we had not indulged in this
great event years earlier.
The music was first class and the variety of
venues amazing.
We enjoyed acapella at St Joseph’s, wandered
up the street to see Andy Gordon at Bistro 146,
then to Osborne Park where the hall, a
marquee, the John Walker Pavillion (great
space) and Rick Sauer’s new stage down on
the oval were all humming.
Musicians were billeted out across the Valley
helping to reduce costs which ultimately
impacts on the entry fees for everyone.
There were people from all over NSW
enjoying our festival and the caravan parks
were apparently fully booked out.
A shuttle bus operated to and from Bendeela.
All in all a well organised volunteer enabled
event, that has come of age and showcases
another aspect of our wonderful valley.
Looking forward to 2013!
Regards,
Kate and Spike Rutherford.

More
festival news
Pages 5 and 46

So we know in the past that you all had a blast as you tangoed and danced for the crowd
But Belly Dance, polka, step, square, Latin, Morris and Contra are no more allowed
We have had to ban strings: banjos, uke’s, mandolins, for we simply can’t manage the risk
Of duelling guitars against fiddles and harps, though I’m confident they won’t be missed
I am sorry to say that we’ve lost the ‘P.A’s, due to serious risk to your hearing
So performers will all be unplugged, hippy style: we trust you will find it endearing
As we cannot enforce you to sing with good pitch and flat notes are painfully dire
We’ve had to ban singing; my ears are still ringing from last year’s intolerable choir
Drumming of all forms is definitely out whether tabla or bodhran or snare
In fact drummers themselves are no longer accepted: the hazards are too great to bear
I fear when I tell you the next bit it well could see festival audience shrinking
But let’s make it clear: we have had to ban beer…whisky, wine, in fact all forms of drinking
I’m sure that the ban on the alcohol really needs little or no explanation
Though one or two other ‘deleted lines’ may cause some consternation
I’m sorry there won’t be hot coffee this year, I’m sorry you think this rule stinks
But audience members may well lose their grip and we can’t have you wearing hot drinks
We won’t have the food stalls or markets this year: the hazards are simply too great
Of food poisoning, diarrhoea, bad breath, cholesterol, allergies, putting on weight
Vomiting, additives, hygiene and food handling, well-managed food waste disposal
So bring your own gluten and nut-free delights is the festival menu proposal
We’ve sadly no stages in case they collapse, another unfortunate fact
And banished the bands as you would understand: all the noise and the crowds they attract
We’ve built a big fence though we mean no offence but we can’t let you loose in the dark
And we haven’t banned cars, though except for the stars, you’ll find nowhere at all you can park
But we’re confident this year the festival will be the best one we’ve ever held yet
And we hope that you all have a blast of a time and the talent is hard to forget
The program is up and the tickets on sale, please help us let everyone know it
This year the festival line-up comprises of one unplugged rhyming bush poet

The New Act : ©Sandy Holmes 2012
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information about flooding in the Kangaroo
Valley Catchment, Council would like to hear
(Continued from page 2)
from you.
parents and sightseeing visitors.
If you have information to pass on, or would like
Thank you Ron for all your hard work.
a copy of the brochure and questionnaire, please
Barbara Woodney contact me on 4429 3237.
Ailsa Schofield
The Editor
Council’s project manager

Letters to the Editor (continued)

Floodplain study of the Valley
Expert flood consultant Cardno has been
engaged by Council to conduct the Kangaroo
Valley Floodplain Risk Management Study and
Plan.
This project builds on the Flood Study (SMEC)
completed in 2009.
The Flood Study used historic rainfall and
water level records to model and validate
flooding behaviour.
The models provide flood levels, depths,
velocities and preliminary hazard categories
for a range of flood events.
The Risk Management Study will look at the
impacts and risks associated with flooding,
identifying options to mitigate these.
The Risk Management Plan will investigate
identified options to determine which options
reduce the impacts and risks from flooding.
The Plan will then recommend priority options
for implementation and finalise hazard
categories.
Cardno has prepared a community brochure
and questionnaire, this has been posted to land
owners within the probable maximum flood.
As flooding affects more than just those people
whose land is affected by flooding, if you have

Joanna Gash MP
Federal Member for Gilmore

May I help you?
My office is open 8am to 6pm Monday to
Friday and is located at
24 Berry Street, Nowra 2541
Ph: 4423 1782 Fax: 4423 1785
joanna.gash@aph.gov.au
www.joannagash.com.au

Getting the Job Done!
Written & authorised by Joanna Gash MP
24 Berry Street NOWRA 2541

The Editor

Road news: Consultation sought
As Chair of the Kangaroo Valley Road Action
Group, I was recently briefed by Roads and
Maritime Services (formerly RTA) on planned
road works around Kangaroo Valley.
The briefing was the starting point for ongoing
consultation with the Kangaroo Valley
community, and continues the positive approach
to community involvement shown over the
restoration of Hampden Bridge.
The following provides an outline of planned
works and the timetable for these.
Firstly, following community representations to
Council, RMS is removing some scruffy black
wattle trees overhanging the footpath and road
on Moss Vale Road, near Nugents Creek. RMS
is planning to source some replacement red cedar
trees which are native to the area, at the
suggestion of the KV Environment Group.
A nice gesture.
Secondly, following the success of the turnout
lane on Barrengarry Mountain, several more are
planned on both Barrengarry and Cambewarra
Mountain roads. This should assist traffic flow
and lessen dangerous overtaking on the mountain
roads. Third, there is a plan to improve drainage
and resurface Moss Vale Road near Walkers
Lane.
The road here has been patched and is very
uneven.
This will involve removing and then replacing
the crash barriers alongside the road and laying a
gravel overlay on the road surface.
The drainage work isn't a lengthy job and will be
done before Christmas with the bigger road
resurfacing work starting late January, when
traffic disruption will be less.
There will be some inconvenience for up to 3
months with traffic lights to direct traffic along a
single lane of around 500 metres.
Finally, RMS plans to survey an area of Moss
Vale Road between Crookford Lane and
Trimbles Creek.
This survey will be done in November, with
options for improving the road being developed
for discussion with the Kangaroo Valley
community. The problems here are poor road
surface and some dangerous rises and bends.
However, there are some large old trees in the
area which we would want to protect and we
have expressed the view that this is a country
road that should not be turned into a higher speed
area. No budget has yet been allocated and the
survey has yet to occur so we will have plenty of
opportunity for input.
It is good that we are being briefed early and it is
important that we pass on any concerns or ideas
to RMS. I would appreciate you contacting me
with your views, so I can co-ordinate input.
Please email me on kvcollections@bigpond.com
Wendy Caird. Chair, Road Action Group

Page 4

The Editor

Services for Seniors
The September issue of News for Seniors is
largely devoted to housing for seniors, and I
encourage all senior members of our
community to read it.
The current policy of the Australian
Government is to enable people to remain in
their own homes as long as they are able,
and to that end engages approved
organisations to provide a variety of home
services.
Unfortunately, in practice services are not
always available to those who need them.
In her address to the seniors forum held in
the Anglican Church Hall on 18 September
[see Andrew Paterson’s report on page 6 of
the October Voice], Michelle Glasson of
Home Care Services NSW said that services
are provided on the basis of need, not
locality, so that we in Kangaroo Valley are
not denied services by reason of distance.
However, the Shoalhaven and Illawarra
branch of Home Care is currently operating
at capacity, and can accept new clients only
to replace outgoing clients.
Some valley residents may have been
individually assessed, but neither the
government nor any service provider is
aware of the overall need for services in our
community.
One of the purposes of the survey circulated
by our committee with the October Voice is
to assess that need, so the more residents
who respond to the survey, the more
accurate will be the information we can
provide to relevant authorities.
Please see the notice on page 33 and
complete and return the survey now.
Many thanks.
Tony Barnett Chair
Kangaroo Valley Seniors
Accommodation & Support Committee
The Editor

Parking and safety at KV School
Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) has
completed a detailed design in response to
community feedback about plans to improve
road safety outside Kangaroo Valley Public
School.
RMS carried out investigations after a request
from the school to improve safety for students
on Moss Vale Road at Kangaroo Valley.
Ten submissions were received to the proposed
installation of a school crossing outside the
school.
In addition to the crossing, it is proposed to
install two 12 metre long kerb extensions
which would reduce the crossing distance by
about five metres. Three of the ten submissions
were supportive of the project and its
associated safety improvements and had no
further suggestions while seven of the
submissions were supportive of the project but
had suggestions for improvement.
Most of the seven were concerned with loss of
parking and whether the no parking zones
needed to be permanent.
(Continued on page 6)
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More on the
Folk Festival

A particular pleasure was the number of local
community acts – choirs, ukulele bands, acappela
groups and terrific dance bands and callers.
The standard of these “amateurs” was very high
and it speaks very highly of the area that there is
evidently so much interest in pursuing these
Testimonials are pouring in to the festival
cultural endeavours and then being able to share
organisers about the sense of enjoyment of
the weekend’s entertainment and some are them with the wider public.
reprinted here including a copy of an email I neglected to ask when I was there how the
festival comes to pass but on the assumption that
sent to the Mayor from a resident of
the local authority has a hand in it I thought I
Scotland who made a special visit to K.V.
should write to express our thanks for what will
undoubtedly be a highlight of our visit to this
Dear Jo Gash,
I am writing to tell you how much my wife and splendid country.
My son and family will be returning to Scotland
I enjoyed the Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival
soon and won’t be able to return for a while but
last weekend. We live in Glasgow, Scotland
be assured that his colleagues at Macquarie
and one of our sons is living in Sydney.
I visited him earlier this year and took a trip to University and any of our UK friends who might
Kangaroo Valley simply because of its name – venture here will hear just how much fun they
can expect if they attend next year’s event !
I had not yet seen any Kangaroos – and was
Regards,
Declan McDonnell
very impressed with the terrain, the wildlife
and, most of all, the people I met.
THANK-YOU Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival:
Their friendliness and helpfulness was
a fabulous weekend of music, dance, poetry and
delightful and when I heard how good the
food, wonderful, friendly people and a truly
festival had been in recent years decided to
inspiring location. I am so impressed by so many
time my return to Oz to ensure that I could
talented performers: watching Cilla Jane fill an
attend. What an excellent decision that was.
I regularly attend festivals around Scotland and empty venue only after she started performing
I can’t recall a better one than last weekend’s. was a delight, Allan Stone and Arch Bishop,
Some of the acts were simply wonderful but so James Norton and Robyn Sykes were all
also was the organisation and general attitude amazing at the poetry,and the Tantric Turtle Cafe
(chai tent and blackboard stage) should be an
of the organisers and attendees alike.
essential addition at every festival! (Discovered

Trivia on the Titanic sails happily by
which sold for in excess (geddit?) of $900.
Congratulations to the winners on the night, The
Captain’s Table.
A considerable amount of money was raised
from the silent auctions, which were only made
Instead the vessel had clear sailing and
possible by the generous donations of many
managed to raise between $12 000 and $13
individuals and businesses in and outside our
000 for the Kangaroo Valley Public School.
community. Year after year, these businesses
Passengers turned up in their best evening gear
continually support the KVPS, as well as all the
(some encumbered by lifejackets) and other
other requests they receive. We are so very
sea-going attire ready and prepared to answer a
slew of questions. Perhaps what they weren’t
quite so prepared for was the rendition of
LoveBoat by Jeremy Butterworth whose
performance and bright pink jacket was
inspired by the fluorescent excesses of the
1980s. He didn’t win best costume though.
That honour went to Mark Bourke with his
‘frozen man and lifering’ getup, created by
wife Jodie.

Thanks to community support and the
hard work of many volunteers, Titanic
Trivia Night didn’t sink in the Atlantic
Ocean on the 13th October.

Winners of best decorated table
Captain Mike Hayes and his elegant ‘Lady of
the Ship’ Sophie Warren set the direction for
the evening and auctioneer Brad Harvey
helped get some great prices for great prizes,
including a signed guitar donated by INXS

Kenneth Smith performing there), risked life
reciting my Morris Dancer poem to Morris
Dancers, caught a couple of songs of Vendulka
and ate fabulous brownies). The Dwipa
Kitchen-Balinese Spice Magic food stall was
just divine! Yummo Juliana, and thank you.
I had never heard of most of the acts, but was
totally pleased to discover and be entertained
by Nick Rheinberger Bruce Watson and the
Chooks on a Hot Tin Roof, just to name a few.
Oh, and can't forget the QWire - Huge
congratulations to St Josephs Catholic Church
for welcoming these outstanding performers.
Especially huge congratulations and thanks to
all those who make it happen! Folk festival
folk are mostly wonderful people: and
Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival is a true
celebration of people! Sandy Holmes, Linden
More letters of appreciation and more
photographs on page 46
fortunate and truly do appreciate everything
you do.
Many volunteers are involved in such big
events, from decorating and ticket sales to
baking, bar attendance and sound engineering
and once again the parents and friends of the
school turned out to make it all happen.
Jacqueline Lenz put on a magnificent fairy
light display inside the hall.
Perhaps if the real Titanic had had the crew
KVPS Trivia Night had, the ship might have
avoided the iceberg.
Caroline Hill (organiser)
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"The 'No Stopping' zone between the southern
kerb extension and the relocated bus zone will
(Continued from page 4)
become a timed zone, providing two more
RMS has now reviewed the proposal and
parking spaces.
worked to reduce the impact on parking, while The area can be used as a pick-up and drop-off
still achieving improved pedestrian safety
zone for the school during the morning peak
around the school.
times and used for unrestricted parking at other
The design improvements include reducing the times. The bus zone will also be available for
'No Stopping' zone at the front of Bistro One46 unrestricted parking outside the morning and
and at the front of the Church of the Good
afternoon peaks.
Shepherd, providing two extra parking spaces. The changes to parking would not take effect
until all work to install the crossing facilities had
been completed.
Wildlife Rescue South
Providing timed restrictions on the pick-up and
Coast (WRSC)
drop-off zone and the bus zone at the front of the
school balances improving safety for students
formerly NANA
with maintaining car parking spaces when they
are needed most, such as weekends and school
tel no 0418427214
holidays.
To comment further on the proposal, the
community can contact me on (02) 4221 2538.
covers Kangaroo Valley

Letters to the Editor (continued)

and South Coast to
Ulladulla.

Page 6

Melbourne Cup in the Valley

Supporters and friends of the Kangaroo
Valley branch of Children’s Medical
Research are invited to the annual
Melbourne Cup Luncheon
The new venue is the restaurant at the
Kangaroo Valley Golf and County Resort, 390
Mt Scanzi Road
The menu offers Lamb roast on the spit,
barbequed fish, variety of delicious salads,
strawberries and cream and other yummy
deserts
Complimentary champagne or orange juice on
arrival, raffles, competitions and racing
Starts at 11.30 am on Tuesday November 6
$35 per person.
Groups and friends may wish to organize a
table and for bookings please contact Joan
Good ASAP Telephone 4465 1166
For catering purposes, please advise your
choice of fish or lamb –when making your
Brendon James bookings.
Safety Around Schools Project Officer
Joan Bray

VIEW Club news
Our next meeting and luncheon will be
held at The Friendly Inn on Friday
November 9 11.30am for 12 noon.
There will be no guest speaker as the
election of Officers for 2013 will be held.
We hope to see all our members at this lunch.
Please phone Jan Starkey on 4465 2080 or
email her jjstarkey42@bigpond.com before 6
pm on the Wednesday before the lunch if you
are unable to attend.
It is necessary for us to provide the caterer with
accurate numbers for our luncheon otherwise
our club will be charged.
New members and guests are welcome.
Please phone our President Jan Cole 4861 7572
for details.
Jeannette Dumbrell

Kangaroo Valley Post Office

Ink cartidges

Planet Ark recycling
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The Gerringong Creek footbridge- 20 years! still standing
The Old Floodbuster
During extended periods of wet weather
the river and creeks of Kangaroo Valley
can rage and roil as water levels rapidly
rise and access to homes and properties
may be blocked for days on end.
‘It was twenty years ago today’, as they
say, that the footbridge over Gerringong
Creek at Upper River arose to span the
abyss, allowing the people to pass over, to
get safely in and out of this little earthly
paradise.
To celebrate this work of art in the bush, a
merry event was held at the bridge on Saturday
October 13.
The footbridge was feted in story, song,
photographic display, performance and general
jollity. Adorned in flags and garlands the
bridge looked magnificent.
Affectionately known as the ‘old floodbuster’,
the bridge was financed and built in 1992 by
the local community, with the approval of
Shoalhaven City Council.
footbridge even features on the cover of a
The swing bridge construction
recent legal textbook on mediation.
allows for a suspended ironbark
Let’s hope those campers who removed part of
deck supported by steel cables
the bridge decking for firewood reflect on the
strung from hefty ironbark poles
adage about not burning all your bridges….
fixed to underground concrete
There has been a lot of water under the bridge
anchors.
during the past twenty years.
The bridge replaced a ‘flying
fox’ (also known as a bosun’s chair) Long may she stand!
Michael Cox
and several simpler bridges dating
back to the 1880s,
which had been
washed out in major
floods down through
the years.
Despite rumours of a
Proud partygoers picnic in a peaceful place
crotchety old troll
lurking beneath the boardwalk,
Alec Sourdin, local resident and former roads locals and visitors alike continue to
engineer, managed the project through its
marvel at this bridge over troubled
planning and construction.
waters (ah, the bridge as
The bridge is now owned by council with
metaphor!).
regular maintenance and repairs done by the
To encourage ‘building bridges’
local community.
and ‘bridging the gap’ between
people, the Gerringong Creek
… and you never know who might bump into!

Dr. Jeanette Keir MBBS (NSW),

Has rooms at the
Kangaroo Valley Community Centre (Ambulance Station)

Usual opening hours

Mondays 2-30 pm to 5-30 pm
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 9-30 am to 1 pm
and 2-3o pm to 5-30 pm
Thursdays 11-30 am to 2-30 pm
Consultations and house calls by appointment

44 652 007 and 0467 492 524
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The concrete pour we were all waiting for - THE LAST ONE

The last coffee
formed the action group back in early 2004,
eight and a half years ago) started at the
Hampden Bridge and constructed the pathway to
the Barrengarry Store.
It was May 2008 before we received our first
Fortunately for us we, at the request of the
funding, which was $10k from Shoalhaven City
62% of the 2004 survey responses (yes we
Council providing we built it with
volunteers. With a group of keen
The last pour
volunteers willing to form up for the
path, pour and finish the concrete,
Dave Selby willing to do the
earthworks free of charge and
loaning us the formwork and tools
we got started and managed to reach
Barrengarry Store before Christmas
that year.
It has been a different story on the
Eastern side which took around four
years to complete the pathway from

Saturday 13 October was a great day
for the Pathway volunteers as we had
our last pour, completing the gap at
Jarrett’s lane.

the Showground to Nugent Creek Road and the
section in front of the Anglican Church despite
paid, rather than volunteer labour for the
earthworks and the setting up the formwork.
Despite being a shorter distance we had a
hundred times the headaches. A number of
hold ups occurred due to, amongst other things,
problems arising from raising Telstra pits and
prolonged discussions between Shoalhaven
City Council and, the then, RTA regarding
fencing the culvert and erection of a guard rail
at Jarrett’s lane. If it wasn’t for the patience
and dedication of a core group of volunteers,
who we can’t thank enough, it would had been
considered all too hard and drawn out to
actually complete the whole length.
All up, in the five years, we built nearly 3 kms
of pathway, pouring and finishing around 500
Cub metres of concrete. Not only did we have
more than 60 people give time from a few to a
few hundred hours but the Kangaroo Valley
Community donated in excess of $65k to help
pay for the concrete, expansion joints etc.
In all the Shoalhaven City Council, through the
wonderful support of Gareth Ward, provided
around $45k the Federal Government $30k and
the State Government $10k.
Thank you so much to all you men and women
who gave your time, sweat (no tears) money
and morning teas and other support which has
given Kangaroo Valley a pathway that is
continually used by the Community and
tourists alike, A job well done so
congratulations to you all.To show our
appreciation The Church of the Good Shepherd
is planning to host a BBQ in the Church
Grounds for the families of those who
supported the construction with volunteer
labour, morning teas or financial help.
The date is yet to be fixed but will be towards
the end of February 2013 and the full details
will be advertised in the December Voice.
It was felt that with Christmas and the School
holidays approaching so rapidly it was better to
hold it then than try to squeeze it in this year.
Ron Bower.
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Local theatre literally on fire!
although I’m not sure they feel the same, after
several weeks of my constant badgering to fulfill
their potential and all those rehearsals outdoors
during winter — I must’ve been channeling
Vilna Lutz!
Group scenes were fun to watch and participate
in and I felt for performers such as Gabrielle
Murphy, Isabella Moore, Gabriel Gregory, Zane
Nutter, Daisy Oke-Turner, Lauren Barnes and
Jack Higgins who had not just several different
characters’ lines to learn but their gestures too.
Oliver Rodden and Karen Harrison
As Madam La Vaughn, I had fewer lines; the
I don’t know how the kids felt about this
Peter vists the fortune teller
Madam’s lines were mostly a variation on ‘I was
decision, but I have loved most minutes of it.
Not every minute? Well, there is that old adage crippled! Crippled by an elephant that came
It’s a testament to their respect for Sarah’s
‘never work with children or animals’ and, as through the roof!’ and — I confess — half the
direction, and their enjoyment of the classes,
time in the earlier rehearsals, the kids
that all these kids gave up a week of their
knew which version came where
holidays to bring this all together in Production
better than I did. Learning and
Week and a whole weekend of their young
rehearsing the scenes themselves was
lives to perform it. And after experiencing
at times chaotic but somehow even the
Sarah’s direction: I get it. She never let us get
noisiest groups had produced
away with less than our best and, as far as I can
something to keep us all rapt as we sat
tell, wants this to be as real and magical an
down to watch each other’s scenes at
experience for the cast as doing a play at
the end of the class.
Belvoir or STC might be…so she turns her life
Over time, the performers began to
(Continued on page 15)
breathe life into their characters and it
was a real pleasure to see
Jack Bacon’s
unapologetically affable Leo
Matienne emerge, especially
The child is cold!
Olivia Harvey,Chris Pryor and Selena Hanet-Hutchins in challenging scenes with
his cheery wife Gloria,
performed by Lily Sterling in stark
contrast to her rather snooty
Noblewoman.
Reuben Bacon’s fishmonger took me
right back to the markets of my
London childhood and it was a
pleasure seeing Jesse Oke-Turner
‘grow’ a stern Priest and a
delightfully absurd Bartok Wynn.
None of it would have mattered,
though, without Jessie Stapleton’s
narrator character Emily to bring it
all together — a glowing
Gabrielle Murphy, Selena, (Madame La Vaughn) Lily
performance indeed.
Jack Bacon (Leo Matienne) and
Stirling (behind) and Jesse Oke– Turner
Oliver Rodden (Peter)
after the elephant has fallen

For those who don’t know, October 5–7
saw the fifth FYRE Drama play, The
Magician’s Elephant, written and
directed by Sarah Butler, based on the
book by Kate Di Camillo, performed to
enthusiastic audiences.
Each year a play is performed by FYRE
drama students — kids — but this year,
Sarah did something brave: she asked
some adults to join the cast.

Andy Gordon (who played the Magician)
pointed out, in this play we were working with
both.
On the whole, the elephant was okay but of
course she was made of paper and glitter and a
good dose of imagination and therefore a lot
easier to ‘wrangle’ than a cast of kids.
So, I was pleasantly surprised (and more than a
little inspired) by the professionalism the kids
showed, not just onstage and in Production
Week but also in the classes each week.
Quite often one or other of the adults was late
to the class due to work commitments and,
without a word from Sarah, the kids would
shuffle around to let us into the warm-up circle
and explain the exercise.
The plan was that we adults would, along with
performing, help with developing the kids’
performances, providing feedback and
encouraging focus on the task.
I was lucky enough to work closely with two
fine actors in Indy Nutter and Oliver Rodden…

JINDYANDY ANTIQUES

www.jindyandyantiques.com.au
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Glengarry team help out at Pioneer Museum
labels off the trees,
repositioning the
red and the red/
white labels onto
the correct tracks
and in positions
which can be seen
easily by walkers.
The area around the
Walker, Selby,
Rebbeck Rock was
cleaned and tidied
with Alan Gilden
On Friday, it was quite wet, so the group spent cutting down dead
the day in the buildings, dusting and brushing limbs and trunks,
reducing them to
all the cobwebs down and generally cleaning
manageable sized
Students filling the ute with rubbish ready to be taken to the burning pile
where ever they saw the need to.
pieces,
for
easy
On Saturday and Sunday a group tackled the
Alan Gilden dressed in his waders, cleaned out
removal to the fire heap.
bush walks and cleared the confusing yellow
the pond and generally tidied inside the pool
area.
The boys were able to help him with various
tasks, like carrying the rubbish to the fire piles.
The staff and boys are always so helpful to the
Museum and we express our sincere thanks
and appreciation for their support of the
community and its organisations.
A BIG THANK YOU TO ALL.
Elaine Apperley
Pioneer Museum Park Trust.

Once again the staff and students of
Glengarry come to the aid of the
Pioneer Museum Park.
On Friday, Saturday and Sunday October
12 to 14 a total of 60 really great, helpful
and enthusiastic young people with two
staff members to guide them, came to the
Museum Park and cleaned up all the
rubbish around the grounds, built a huge
bonfire and having a fire permit were able
to get all the rubbish burnt during the
three days.

Below: Ready to get at it!

Alan Gilden “master of cleanliness” hard at work in the pool at Pioneer Museum Park

FOR ALL YOUR
POND AND DAM
CARE NEEDS
Specialist in:

•

Algae and weed removal incl. azolla,
duckweed, salvinia

•
•

Pond & dam renovation

Pump & filtration systems
Fish & aquatic plants
Using:

•

Targeted, non-residual sprays that are safe
for animals & aquatic life

•

Tried & tested methods
Follow-up and maintenance

Rob Packer Pond & Dam Care

0409550741

The Church of the Good Shepherd
143 Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley
invites you to

Choral
Evensong

A tribute to St Augustine
3pm Sunday, 2 December 2012
Enquiries:
andrew.kvanglican@gmail.com
44651585
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A proud moment for Lions:
Finn’s walker now in use
About a month after the fitting of the Hart Walker
Finn Reynolds finally got to meet some of the
members from Kangaroo Valley Lions club.
The Zone Chairman, Les Johnson from Bundanoon Club
was one of the first on board and he drove the
coordination of all clubs in his zone to work together.
Kangaroo Valley was supported by other clubs in the district in
their quest to get Finn moving.
Club President, Dan Cole expressed his gratitude to the four
other clubs of Bowral, Bundanoon, Mittagong and Marulen for
getting behind the project. Dan suggested that this has
highlighted how some of the local clubs can work together to
achieve what would normally be impossible.
The reward for Lions now is to see young Finn more mobile as
he gets use to the walker.
The annual recurring cost to assist in fitting and changes to the
walker is being funded by the Australian Lions Children’s
Mobility foundation.
Jason Horton

Photo above: Carolyn Green, Finn Reynolds, Franz Mairinger and President Dan Cole

Great community effort to create a community asset
On Wednesday October 24 at 7-30 am the first of three
truckloads of concrete from Cleary Brothers arrived at
the Museum Park to be greeted with joy? by 10 men all
ready to start barrowing and raking concrete for the
foundation of the new Conservation Shed.
Lucas and Dynamic Civil had offered us the help of three of
their concreting men, Craig McKinnon, Steve Wilcox and
Wayne Byrnes, to speed the job up and also give us a really
good smooth finish to the slab.
A small “thank you” gift was given to these friendly,
capable and most helpful guys, from the Museum. Bruno
Henke always a ready enthusiast with help in Community
activities was on deck and with the help of Garth Chittick,
Bobby Campbell and the regular Wednesday group of
volunteers, Werner Bayer, Trevor Ball, Phil Scott, Logan
Apperley, David McEwan and Bert Nieuwendijk, the job
went like a dream and looks terrific.
The aim of the Conservation Shed is to be able to bring
many of the historical society’s machinery exhibits into an
area which is not only weather proof, but also lockable,
enabling the volunteers to restore and conserve the items to
allow visitors to see how and what the item was used for.
Enthusiastic volunteers with their professional assistants start to screed the floor
Anyone who wishes to join the MEN OF THE
VALLEY, in this project is welcome to turn
up on a Wednesday from 9 am to 4 pm and add Bistro One46
your knowledge and enthusiasm to the jobs.
Café Bella
At the end of the day there is the regular “next
Harcourts
week’s planning time” at the Friendly Inn.
Come and meet the locals and help improve a Jing Jo Thai restaurant
worthwhile community visitor destination.
KV Collections
Bring your own lunch, morning tea is catered
for on a roster system.
Elaine Apperley KV Fudge House and Ice

Creamery
KV Supermarket and
General Store
KV Getaways
The Friendly Inn
The Gallery in Kangaroo
Valley
The Old Store Barrengarry

The completed foundation for the new shed

Proving to be popular
Ideal gifts to put aside for Christmas

$35 per copy

Available now at the businesses in the Valley listed above
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Preschool News
The children have returned to pre
school after their holiday break.
The weather has warmed up and the
wobble mat is back!

Olivia with the
sea star

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Then the volcano erupted!!
You may notice our new
bright and beautiful lockers
that arrived in the holidays.
The bags fit in them more
easily than hanging onto a
hook and the children can
find their belongings more
easily. We have re arranged
the verandah so we can use it

more as a play
space, and less
a utility area.
The children have been
The home
showing us lots of amazing
corner has been
jumps.
set up on the
The warmer weather has
verandah lately.
allowed us to get into water
The children
KV Preschool call centre
play again!
have enjoyed
Water is a wonderful
many imaginative games, looking after dolls,
learning tool. It is a soothing
dressing up, even getting the office work done!
sensory material,that moves
Learning is everywhere!
in all sorts of interesting
“We need to
ways.
recognise that
The children learn about
Water
children are
capacity – how much can I
experiments
learning all of
pour in here?
the time.
More and less, heavy and light, taking turns
Although we
with toys, taking care not to splash friends,
might see
while developing their muscles as they lift and
some parts of
pour.
our day as
The sand pit has been a source of learning too.
being more
Group
art
Digging, moulding, lifting,
educational
sharing, observing, while
than others it doesn’t mean that the children will
having fun!
see it the same way.
The children asked to re
For a child everything
visit volcano making
is a potential learning
recently.
experience.
They built a huge mountain
In an education and
of sand, then we placed our
care service, learning
plaster volcano on top.
happens from the
Into that went some
moment they come
bicarbonate of soda, then the
through the door in the
children took turns to pour
morning to the
JJ’s capacity coloured vinegar onto the
moment they leave.”
experiements bicarb.
Artists

services at berry:
•
physiotherapy
•
hydrotherapy
•
falls prevention
•
home visits
services at gerringong
are the same as at berry plus:
•
womens’ health/continence
•
massage therapy
•
dry needling
•
gym membership
•
psychology
•
exercise programs
•
podiatry
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Making the volcano erupt

(from “Living
the Early Years
Learning
Framework
Every Day”)
Thank you
everyone who
has ordered from

Weather inspired art
Dressing up
the toy catalogues.
If you have any
more orders,
please bring them
into pre school by
Duplo sculpture
November 16th and we
will post off another
batch of orders.
(Catalogues still available
at the pre school)
Cubby house

Georgina making the
volcano erupt

Amelia’s patterns

physiotherapists
mark burns
belinda henry
vicki Angwin
pat moore
sheryl dickinson
alison crofts
massage therapists
laura stoertz
robyn mckean
psychologist
janine gent
podiatrist
nathan wolhuter

for all appointments please call gerringong on

4234 4666
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The Tenth Annual Kangaroo Valley Buster Keaton Silent Movie Show
The Tenth AKVBKSMS, held on
Saturday September 29, was a
magnificent finale to ten years of audiovisual hilarity.
As Orson Wells said in his filmed
introduction, Keaton's classic train movie
'The General' is one of the greatest movies
of all time.
Robert Constable's piano-playing was, yet
again, the perfect foil to Keaton's visual
invention.
Peter Wesley-Smith's new version of 'The Man
from Kangaroo' improved the 1920 original by
cutting it down in length and incorporating
verses (read by actor Earle Cross) and song
(sung by Patsy Radic).
It provided a nice bookend to the very first
show, when the audience was enthralled by
local actors emulating the man from
Kangaroo's death-defying leap from Hampden
Bridge. That was in 'Dirty Dan', the first of
several local movies included in the series.

A local culture-vulture wrote after the
show:
“Overall I feel the tenth AKVBKSMS was the
best all round entertainment yet over the ten
years. The idea of including song, using Patsy's
lovely voice, Earle Cross's very professional
rendition of Peter's poem and Peter's clever
editing of the film, worked very well with 'The
Man from Kangaroo', and Robert more than
rose to the occasion on keyboard.
I think his composition and performance
surpassed any of his before: the tarantella style
accompaniment in the chase scene was just one
example of how he was able to lift an often
viewed (hackneyed) movie to an entirely new
and revitalised level … Robert clearly put
much thought into this performance and this
showed even more in 'The General' with his
beguiling melodies and change of pace.
It was a truly wonderful night.
Thanks to all involved and especially Robert
who has been the backbone of this increasingly
popular event.
Four of our friends drove about two hours to
come on the basis of Robert's reputation ... they
'loved it'.”

Earle Cross with many of the audience (there were several children there) at his feet
“Thanks for another great night- we brought
along two guests., both first timers to this unique
event and they thoroughly enjoyed it.
We would both like to thank Robert and
congratulate him on another beautiful
performance.
He absolutely brings the characters and narrative
alive with his thoughtful, thrilling and
enchanting ensemble.
Hope he will consider another trip to the valley
next year!
Also like to thank Peter and Patsy and Earle for
their amazing contribution.
Peter’s wit and humour greatly enhanced the

movie and Earle’s honey-like voice and
Patsy’s dulcet tones just made the whole thing
a real treat.”
Organised by the Kangaroo Valley-Remexio
Partnership, over the years the event has raised
more than $20,000 for projects in Timor-Leste.
At the moment there are no plans for an
eleventh AKVBKSMS, but, well, you never
know.
Martin Wesley-Smith

“Our readers write”contributions
are always welcome to
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Excerpts from other emails received included
the following:
“Patsy was a great addition with a lovely song
… don't think I've ever heard a
song about birds spooning! Pure genius.
Thank you Rosemary (Stanton) for organizing
supper and making the delicious mulled wine.
Thanks everyone involved in organizing a fun
night. Well done from us.”
“The silent movie evening was once again a
fabulous treat!
The movies very amusing and interesting,
Patsy’s song delightful, the poetry narration
great and the piano accompaniment awesome.”
“Saturday night was terrific!! Robert did a
great job - and it was good to see a bit of the
film without the music - made one realise what
a contribution that was!!”

Open 7 days a week 7 am to 6 pm
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Recently the cakes and puddings went on sale in
the usual venues and this year there are two sizes
of cakes, 1 or 1.5 kg and a 900 gram pudding.
Price for the 1 kg cake and 900 gram pudding are
$11 each and the large cake is $15.
On the 20th October a few members headed south
to Goulburn for the District Convention.
October has been a really busy month
At this convention Lorraine Mairinger was
for your local Lions Club.
elected as the next First Vice-District Governor
We have cleaned up the footpath on Moss which means that in a couple of years Lorraine,
vale road, and made preparations for the subject to her election at the Ulladulla
pool season and also had a bit of a clean- convention in 2013 she will become the District
Governor.
up at the community centre.
When District Governor Lorraine will, have a big
The swimming pool opens from the 4th
November. The hours for the pool during the job in supporting more than 70 other clubs in the
local district.
school year are each day 7am – 6pm with a
break between 12noon and 1pm on Weekdays. These clubs are a combination of Lions (Same as
KV), Lionesses (women) and Leo’s
There will be extended hours with no lunch
Margaret and Rob Griffiths have been busy
time closure during school holidays.
organising the local 2012\2013 Youth of the
A reminder to regular users that, a 10%
Year Quest.
discount will apply again this year for the
It is shaping up to be a good night with some
Family Season Pass.
extremely high standard contestants.
We have managed to maintain the pass to be
the cheapest in all of the Shoalhaven.

Maths coaching
Private or in a group

Years 7—12
44 652 663
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It will be on the 8th December at the hall in
Osborne Park.
If anyone is interested in coming along to see
some talented youth please let one of us know
and we can book you into the entertaining
evening.
At our dinner meeting on 23rd October the club
welcomed two new members, Allyssa and
Graham Smith.
They have recently taken up residence in the
valley and are getting use to a slower pace than
they are used to.
We welcome them and we are sure that they
will soon get into the swing of things and you
will see them out and about with the rest of us.
Last Month, on a larger scale Lions
International achieved the goal set by Bill
Gates.
In the past year, Lions everywhere came
together and contributed an astounding $10
million to help end the death and disease
caused by measles.
Bill and Melinda Gates had pledged that for
every $2 raised by Lions for the measles
campaign they would contribute $1.
What this means is that $15 million, and still
counting has been raised to rid us of this
terrible disease.
The Chairman of LCIF, Wing-Kun Tan,
remarked that through this program Lions are
giving the World’s children a very precious
gift, the chance to live a healthy life.
He has vowed that despite the achievement of
the goal the fight should continue until no
child’s life is cut short by measles.
A sentiment shared by many within our club,
which has also contributed to this appeal.
During October the club also contributed to
Lions Drug Awareness Foundation and the
Spinal Cord, both causes that the club has
supported for a long time.
Of course the support that club provides these
campaigns can only continue with the support
that the local community provides.
For that we say thank you.
Jason Horton

Kangaroo Valley
Swimming Pool
Hours 2012-13
School terms
(Sunday 4 November - Friday 21 December 2012)
(Wednesday 30 January - Sunday 31 March 2013)
Monday to Friday
7 am - 12 noon and 1 pm - 6 pm
Weekends 7 am - 6 pm

NSW Summer school holidays
(as above)

Open every day 7 am - 6 pm
NSW Public Holidays 9 am - 5 pm

All Centres closed on Christmas Day
Hours of operation may vary
depending on
prevailing weather conditions.
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The Magician’s Elephant
(Continued from page 9)

upside-down each year to provide lights, stage
sets, costumes and props and calls in friends
for hair and make-up and backstage duties.
My fellow adult performers have been
wonderful to work with too. I really felt like

Isabella Moore (Countess Quintet) with
Gabriel Gregory (Count Quintet)

Jesse Stapleton (Emily) in foreground with
other cast members before the elephant fell
I’d known Chris Pryor’s Hannah Ickman since
I was a child (probably helped by the way she
spoke to me in that stern Germanic accent) and
I was ‘totally creeped out’ by Karen Harrison’s

Three policemen:
Jack Higgins, Reuben Bacon and Zane Nutter
Fortune Teller (as was Oliver) and we all fell
in love with her lovely ‘nutty nun’ Sister
Marie; she and her charge Adele (Olivia
Harvey) built such a lovely rapport.
And I couldn’t have been luckier to have Andy
Gordon as the Magician; his commitment to
the moment forced me to be better.
No ‘phoning it in’ here.
From the emotional speeches at the postproduction party, I know I’m not the only adult
who felt privileged to be welcomed into the
close-knit FYRE group as wholly and warmly
as we have been.
When Sarah asked our small adult drama group
whether we’d like to be in The Magician’s
Elephant, I’m sure we all thought we were
doing her a favour.
But after the intensity of Production Week and
the adrenalin-filled joy of seeing it all come
together onstage, under lights and in costume,
it’s clear to me the blessing has been ours.
Selena Hanet-Hutchins
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Village Garden project
The group of enthusiasts who have been
leading the research and planning
stages of this exciting venture have been
putting a lot of effort into setting up the
correct format, including property
rights, operational concepts and
Work will be undertaken by several Valley
groups on 40 identified sites from Upper River, legalities involved in the necessary
structure of those requirements to turn
Wattamolla, Beaumont, Bendeela and
this idea into a positive achievement.
Barrengarry. This will be a major Bush
While domestic gardeners are happy with
Regeneration
Project,
for
clearing
the
weeds
will
They have made significant progress and
their flourishing gardens, it seems to be a
allow the return of native vegetation.
will shortly be calling a public meeting to
record year for bottle brushes – both wild
set up an incorporated body to develop
and domestic – with the biggest nectar feeds If you are interested in being part of a
available for the Noisy Friar Birds that they monitoring project to check creek banks for
and manage what is to be called The
will ever have seen.
the return of native species, a training session Friendly Inn Village Garden.

Ah, the joys of spring!

Unfortunately October-November is also
flowering time for Privet and anyone who has
seen someone with a full-on allergic attack will
understand one of the reasons for Kangaroo
Valley Environment Group’s determination to
rid the Valley of this pest.
Much of this infestation has been dealt with
but much remains to be done.
Privet is one of the target weeds to be tackled
as part of the large grant funds recently
allocated to Kangaroo Valley Environment
Group by the NSW Environmental Trust.
For the first 3 years of the grant period, over
$50,000 a year will be used to tackle the
“target weeds” of lantana, privet, blackberry,
tobacco weed and Madeira vine.

will take place at the home of Ian Chambers
on Jenanter Drive on Wednesday 21
November 2012, from 10 to 12, followed by a
BBQ.
KVEG has also received Federal government
funds to tackle isolated patches of Lantana
around the Valley.
Anyone with a small patch of lantana should
contact Greg Thompson on 0431133000 for free
clearing or if the patch is large a landowner
contribution will be required.
KV Environment Group welcomes new
members. The group meets monthly at The
Gallery on Moss Vale Road on the second
Monday at 6pm.
Barbara Woodney

There have been working drawings created to
utilise the areas of land available courtesy of
The Friendly Inn and an application for a grant
to enable some funding of infrastructure and
buildings is being prepared and should shortly
be lodged.
The November Valley Voice will have more
details as developments occur.
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Tip Junkies
There is a theatre of exchange that is
performed in the Valley every weekend;
an arena where it is possible to run into
friends and acquaintances from all
corners of the Valley, to catch up with
weekenders unseen at other times, a
place where imagination can be aroused
or acquisitiveness appeased.
And where is this forum of culture? Why,
the local tip of course, a hub of social
activity from Fridays to Mondays.
Some people come here simply to dispose of
household waste, sorting out the plastics from
the glass and the tins, the paper from the
general refuse and maybe to dump a once
loved or useful but no longer needed item.
But others, once they have performed those
necessary chores and chatted with friends or
neighbours who have gathered with likeminded intention, then turn glassy and
covetous eyes on the growing pile of unwanted
discards, calculating what might be retrievable.
At times a huge mound of scrap turns the place

into a vast and ever changing sculpture garden:
clanging sheets of tin and galvanised iron, blue
steel frames, whitegoods, coils of rusty wire all
balanced precariously on top of one other and
soon to disappear under another load thrown
unceremoniously upon it.
In other corners of the yard are shelves of
doors and windows, a collection of discarded

loos, all displayed as though they are the main
attraction of a travelling exhibition.
There are hundreds of garden pots of every shape
and material, old toys, old bikes, exercise bikes,
many of which, with a little love and ingenuity,
can be restored to, well maybe not their former
glory, but to a state where someone will
appreciate them just as much as if they were.
Many of the articles salvaged from the tip will
become something else entirely.
Recycled metal may end up in garden furniture
or sculptures, nuts and bolts and wire could
become anything from flower stands to bird
baths. Those old sheets of iron and those weirdly
coloured planks of wood could make a fantastic
chicken coop or duck house.
There’s a gate that would fit perfectly into the
wire fence and wheels from a pram are just what
are needed for that old billy cart retrieved a
couple of weeks ago.
We have heard stories of people who have a
fetish about one gadget or gizmo only; someone
will only collect wire; another only antennas.
Imagination runs amok in construing the destiny
of a yardful of antennae.
There are some who visit the tip every week;
they are either the true hoarders of others’
unwanted trivia or the have the unfettered minds
of artists who see future possibilities in the
most mundane.
Chris is like many others we know. He often
comes back from a trip to the tip with more
than he took.
He steps out of the ute, his face flushed with
success. ‘What’s he got this time?’ I mutter to
myself.
But I have to admit he’s come home with some
fantastic treasures.
Swimming pool steps were just the thing we
needed when we had an inflatable pool, and
then later they were equally successful as steps
up to the trampoline.
There are all those useful little bits and pieces
that mean nothing to me, like tins of flux with
solder, pipes, hoses and hinges, tape and motor
for an electric fence.
An old bathroom sink was exactly what was
needed for his brewery; a luggage trolley
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Reflections

provided a mount
for the generator so
it could be moved
around easily.
Perhaps his prize
find, at least for our
grandchildren, were
two tiny motorised
motorbikes.
The bikes cost $5; I
won’t mention how
much the new
batteries cost.
But they provided
our grandchildren
with years of
by Jenelle Brangwin
exhilarating
speeding round the fenced verandah of the
house. The jarring clack of wheels on wooden
floorboards and the whirring of the motors
nearly drove the adults mad, but the kids will
never forget the sense of freedom and power
those bikes gave to them as three and four year
olds. They have long since been supplanted by
the billycarts, which, of course, also came from
the tip.
The latest addition, the last word in billy carts,
the so-called ‘Green Machine’, steered by two
joysticks and with only three wheels so that it
does wonderful wheelies, is now the favourite
of those once three and four year olds.
Like the earlier motorbikes, this also cost $5,
but then we had to go to the Bomaderry bicycle
shop to buy a new tyre and tube and brake pads
and Chris spent three hours fixing it.
It was a labour of love and well worth every
ounce of time and money to see the pleasure it
has brought. Not to mention the fact that we
are training tip junkies of the future!
And I can’t forget the books.
Although it’s a mostly unchanging collection
of rather uninspiring volumes there has been
the odd treasure.
However, I think I draw the line at the last title
that Chris rather gleefully threw on the table:
‘Fast Living Slow Ageing.’ Unfortunately I
think it’s a little too late for either, but there’s
always hope.
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2013 Arts Festival to open with a big, big sound

Planning for the 2013 Arts in the Valley
is well advanced.
The program of events is settled.
The festival brochures will be available
this month.
We can tell you that we will be bringing you
the first ever performance by a symphony
orchestra in the valley, two of Australia’s

greatest opera singers and a corroboree.
We are delighted that The Scots College has
allowed us use of their Glengarry gymnasium,
which has enabled our major events.
There are substantial discounts for members of
Kangaroo Valley Arts Festival.
If you are new to the Valley, or are currently not
a member, you can obtain an application form by

17 Year Old Fit Footy Player Looking
For Labour Work Around Kangaroo
Valley. If You Need An Extra Pair Of
Hands With Any Type Of Job,
I’m Your Man.

downloading it from our website,
www.artsinthevalley.net.au
Belinda Webster
Artistic Director
Pictured above is the Sydney Youth Orchestra
in concert. The orchestra in the Valley in May
2013 will be half as big again.

Armistice Day book launch

Give Me A Call And I’ll Be Glad To Help
Bryce Rutherford: 0437890794

Meet at the Cenotaph 11 a.m. on November
11, then to the K.V. Hall at 11-30 a.m.
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The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley
Outstanding selection of mixed media landscapes by
Elizabeth Young. Exhibited for the first time outside of Sydney

Photographs:
Top: Escarpment $900
Above: Rocky Mountain High $1200
Centre right: Waterfall $750
Bottom right: Landscape
Below:Patterns of nature $650
Bottom left: Nature’s tapestry $590
Centre left: Trees $590

The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley

149 Moss Vale Road

Open 10 am till 4 pm each day. thegallery@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 44 651 621
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Valley finance views
by Abacus
Earlier last month I was speaking with
a couple of young fathers, about their
hopes for their financial future.
At the grand old age of 50+ I explained
how fortunate I was that I saved some of
the money I had earned over the years.
Some would call it dumb luck.
Occasionally living “high on the hog” but in
the most part setting aside more for savings
towards my objectives.
Although not wealthy, I could feed myself.
Perchance I had a conversation with another
long standing professional colleague.
He is of the same age, has held well paying
professional jobs for decades, but also
suffered several divorces and lived high on
the hog for most of the time and essentially
left it to chance to ensure that his savings
would be okay when he retired.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Now of course with the global downturn in
financial services he is unemployable, just when
the future looms before him of his retirement.
And he has no savings. It is tragic – I didn’t
know how to comfort him.
But there is an important story in this for our
younger couples and singles just starting out.
Two year ago I wrote a price about being as rich
as Warren Buffett.
And explained how to do that. “First you must
be born into wealth. Then invest your money in
assets with compounding returns.
Use other peoples money to leverage those
returns.
Then you must live to be more than 80.”
That is how simple it is.
However there is another way for those of us not
born to wealth.
If you start with $100,000 at 20 years of age,
borrow another $100,000, invest at a
compounding return of 10% per annum, you
will be worth well over a hundred million
dollars when you turn 80.
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Or start with $10,000, you would still be a
multi millionaire by 80.
And that is without saving a dime more during
those 60 years.
The point being is that a large part of Buffett’s
wealth is that he has lived so long.
And there are several words that must be learnt
now, when you are young.
One is compounding returns and the other is
leverage.
Compounding means your returns are
exponential as each year you earn money on
not only the principal you have invested, but
the return you receive each year.
The second is leverage. Use other peoples’
money to earn your compound returns by
borrowing to increase your investment.
Then pay off the debt as a form of saving.
But the most important point is to start now.
Because, at some time in your life it will be too
late.

New Chef at K.V Resort
Peter Clark has
joined the team at
Kangaroo Valley Golf
& Country Resort as
Head Chef.
Peter has moe than 25
years experience in the
catering industry.
Peter moved from
Canberra to Nowra in
2001 to operate from the
start Shoalhaven ExServicemansClub at
Worrigee and catered at
the club for eight years after which he
purchased the Nowra Steak House a la carte
Restaurant which he then sold in 2010.
Peter has since moved to Kangaroo Valley to
stay. Peter will bring to the Resort many years
of food experience and he specrialises in
Japanese, German and Italian.
Peter has a really friendly attitude to life and
cooking and this has already enthused his staff
here at the Resort.
He will be introducing his new menu in the
coming weeks and with the festive season just
round the corner why not get a group together
and come out to the golf club and meet Peter
and enjoy his food?
The Restaurant is open Friday/Saturday nights
from 6.30 pm. Contact the Resort on 4465
0200 to make your booking.
Chris Lynch
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Star struck
By Gerard Keyser
In two weeks we’re off to FNQ ,
hopefully to see a Total Eclipse of the
Sun.
On November 14 at 6:39 Eastern
Standard (Queensland time) the Moon will
eclipse the Sun as it stands about 12°
above the eastern horizon.
We will be standing on Oak Beach, just south
of Port Douglas, but don’t despair if you can’t
get there, you won’t miss out completely.
I mention the time specifically because in
NSW the eclipse can be seen as a partial
eclipse at about 8:05 am NSW time (due to
daylight savings and being on the edge of the
path) about 27° up the sky.
See the diagram below of the partial phase
courtesy of Quasar publishing.

Viewing a partial eclipse can be very
interesting in itself as the Moon appears to roll
across one edge of the face of the Sun.
I observed one in 1974! “Hee hee” I hear you
laugh, he wasn’t even born then. But I was!
And I used eyepiece projection which is a safe
way to view and we have described this
technique in other articles.
You cannot look directly at the Sun unless you
have special filters on your telescope or in
front of your eyes.
You CAN project the Sun’s image by
punching a small hole in a card, letting the Sun
shine through on to a piece of paper – DON’T
LOOK THROUGH THE CARD.
Top right you see my drawings of the partial
eclipse of June 20, 1974.
My teacher obviously liked this work as I got
three red ticks! We were asked to write a report
on our favourite aspect of science and my
report on Astronomy was 96 pages long.
Those were the days. Had a bit more time then.
From memory the path of Totality in 1974 was
through Ballarat in Victoria.
This year’s eclipse will last for two minutes
and four seconds along the very centre line.
This is an average sort of length for an eclipse
which can last for up to six minutes, depending
on the exact mechanics of the Moon -Earth
orientation at the time.
As previously mentioned this eclipse occurs
early in the morning in the east. In 2002 we
viewed the total eclipse from the Central
Australian desert and it occurred just prior to

sunset (in the west obviously).
On page 23 are three photos showing some of
our experiences of that event.
1 The eclipse of 2002 at totality was taken on
film and scanned from a well thumbed print.
You can’t imagine how exciting it was to get

about four images back from the One-Hour
photo shop the next day.
2 At sunset as the Moon drifts away from
the face of the Sun. The Sun setting on such
an eventful day was a poignant and fitting
(Continued on page 23)

Dave Rebbeck—Earthmoving contractor
ABN 24 427 930 266

All earthmoving, landscape and road
requirements.
We specialise in these activities
Roadworks
Drainage
Rock walls
Preparation for road sealing
Irrigation lines
Fencing
Landscaping

BLN 98125604

We supply
Road base—Sand and soil

GIVE US A CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE ON

44 651 172 or mobile 0408 534 019 email kvearthmoving@gmail.com

We sell and deliver drinking water
Firewood for sale $120 ute load 1.25 cubic metres
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miss me?" I asked.
The only time they ceased their
It’s a device.
She quickly turned to see who I was talking
communication was to look at me with
astonishment as I stood up and offered my seat to to. With an enquiriing look on her face she
man’s a lady.
said:"Why? Did you go somewhere?"
"I've been in Sydney for a week." "Well that
The lady looked rather bewildered and wasn't
explains it,"she said,"I was wondering why
what to do as I guided her to the seat.
world sure
there was so little washing." At least the
The look on the surrounding faces made me
I have just returned from Sydney where I
experienced an early morning rush
hour. Everybody seemed to be rushing to
their offices, glum, downmouth faces, all
dressed in black suits. It loooked more like an
undertakers convention than the financial and
political capital of the state. Mind you, you
can tell summer is on its way because everyone
is wearing a lighter shade of black. The only
thing to break the monotony of the black
uniform is the odd colourful Iphone seemingly
growing from an ear.

a phone or some other battery operated

another towel, please." she said. "Did you

wonder if I was going to be accused of
assault. But the wonder soon passed as they all
turned their attention back to their devices.
The terrible thought struck me that had it been an
assault the same reaction would have occurred.
It was Marx who said:"Religion is the opiate of
the people." Trust me, he was wrong.

Apprentice Leader knew I was away.
She looked at me with a smile on her face and
said:"Did you bring me anything back?"
It's nice to know everything is back to normal.

It was lovely to get back to the tranquil valley,
where peace and care for each other is the
standard ; That feeling of being wanted, needed
and respected. When I got into the house the
fresh, glowing face of the Leader of the
On a bus trip into the city I felt completely out Opposition greeted me.
of place. I was the only one on the bus without She had just got out of a hot shower. "Get me

Valley Guide to eating out
Mediterranean

Café Bella

44 651 660
Thai and Australian

Jing Jo

44 651 314
Modern Australian cuisine

The Tallowa Cafe

Open Friday and Saturday from 6:30 pm

44 650 200

Sweet Treats & Hand Made Fudge

Kangaroo Valley Fudge House
& Ice Creamery
Open everyday from 8.30am

It's that time of the year when we prepare our
pantomime. The usual suspects will shortly be
in the torturous battle of rehearsals for the
opening epic.
The proceeds, as you know, go to the Preschool. This year we present on the l5th of
December, at the Kangaroo Valley Hall, the
heroic tale of Robin Hood and the forest
fairies. It should be a fun show.
I might even go myself.
Sean Kramer

Preserved lemons
With so many lemons available
at the moment, I thought you
might like to try something a
bit different.
Preserved lemons can be used in
many Moroccan or similar dishes
and you only use the flesh,
discarding the rind before use.
Ingredients:
6 small lemons
Coarse cooking salt, maybe about 2
or 3 tablespoons
Approx 2 cups lemon juice
Cinnamon, peppercorns, mustard
seeds, cardamom seeds, bay leaf –
any or all of these

Method:
Cut lemons into four but not right
through, so the bottom part holds the
lemon together.
Rub salt into the opened lemon and
then press the lemon shut again.
Pack the salted lemons into a wide

44 651 375

Modern Australian cuisine

The Man from Kangaroo Valley Trail Ride

Bistro One46

Open six days (not Thursdays)

44 652 820

Modern Australian cuisine

The Friendly Inn

Open everyday from 10 am

44 651 355

Value—service and good choice
it’s all here in Kangaroo Valley.

necked jar as closely as possible.
Add the spices to taste.
Cover with lemon juice.
To keep lemons under the liquid,
you can fill a small plastic bag with
more lemon juice, seal the bag and
put it on top of the lemons.
Put lid on tightly.
You will need to turn the bottles
upside down and back again every
few days for about four weeks
before you use them.
Once you have opened the bottle
you must keep it in the fridge.
Trish Jessop

Tel: (02) 4465 1912
24 Hillcrest View Lane
Barrengarry
NSW 2577
Web site www.kangaroovalleyhorseriding.com

High country mountain ride
Bush walk on horseback
through the rainforest
& mountains of
Kangaroo Valley
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Star struck
By Gerard Keyser
end to a day of rich experience. Prior to
totality Teresa gently teased me about
going, “ all this way for thirty
seconds”,but afterward she also had a tear
in her eye.
For those of us that can experience such an
event I have some advice. Don’t worry too
much about photos. Someone else will take
much better ones. You’re there to see the
eclipse, not fiddle with camera settings in the
dark. If you must, then set the camera up
take a series automatically with a remote
release as you can shake the camera.
Otherwise, photograph the people around
you and capture the images of the
atmosphere, the elation and wonder as
everyone looks up. As the sky darkens, listen
for the birds to still their noise, see the stars
come out, watch the shadow of the Moon
race toward you at 1800 klms per hour.

Photo 3: Teresa observing the partial phase through the camera viewfinder as the Moon begins to
eclipse the Sun. The front of the telescope is covered by a full aperture filter deducting 99.9% of the
light and heat. At totality the filter must be removed as there is no light from the Sun, the sky where
you are will be dark and the stars are “out”.
Above all enjoy because it is one of the most
Wish us Clear Skies and remember we will see
spectacular and memorable events nature can offer our own total eclipse down here in 2028!
us.

2

3

FOR ALL YOUR EARTHMOVING REQUIREMENTS
Dozers
Graders
Excavator
Trucks

44 651 177

Rural roads
House/Shed
sites
Clearing
Horse arenas
Dam design &
construction
Decorative
Rock work

Geoff & Tania Sharman
Geoff 0409 289 122 Tania 0409 289 123
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45 am in the church hall we are hosting a Mens'
Human interest stories, news
breakfast.
and happenings from our
All men are welcome of all ages!
Kangaroo Valley churches
Dr Michael Davey will be speaking.
Michael was recently interviewed on 'The
Conversation Hour' on ABC 702.
Church of the Good Shepherd
Michael survived an abusive childhood and has
At our Sunday service on October 21 written a book about it.
we were privileged to hear Mr Marty Cost is $8 which includes a fantastic hot
breakfast.
Richardson speak to our two
RSVP to Laurie Barton on 4465 1386 or Bob
congregations.
Dunn 4465 2244.
Marty is a high school Christian
We're preparing well in advance for a big 'Carols
scripture teacher at Shoalhaven High.
in the Valley' on Sunday December 16.
Marty talked about how kids' lives are being
We have some excellent guest singers and
changed as they hear about and put their trust
musicians; professional sound on the night; Neil
in Jesus (some teachers too).
Gripper is our MC; Cecily Paterson is giving a
It was great to hear that Marty is able to be
kids talk; there'll be cool costumes for kids to
employed full-time at the school through the
wear; a free BBQ; and some excellent Christmas
generous giving of Christians across all
carol singing from you!
church denominations in the Shoalhaven.
Hope you can make it.
It's a busy time in our KV church
We're very excited!
community. On Saturday November 3 at 7-

“Let me hear

reduce muscular tension, nerve
compression and inflammation
improve blood supply and drainage to
your body talk”
and from the head and neck
advise on posture, exercise and stretching
Headaches
to help prevent a recurrence of symptoms
Osteopathy: an effective approach to
offer guidance on diet and hydration
headache treatment.
advise on improving the ergonomics of
The most common type of headache
your home or workplace.
originates from muscle stiffness or joint Osteopaths, as primary health care practitioners,
strain in the neck and upper thoracic
are trained to differentiate between headaches
with common causes and those due to serious
region.
pathology.
Other causes include:
You should always seek advice from a health
eye strain
professional, including an osteopath, if you get a
sinus congestion
headache after a head trauma and/or the
whiplash injury
headache is getting worse.
stress
You should also seek professional advice if the
poor posture
headache is accompanied by:
jaw imbalance and teeth grinding
fever
infection
nausea or vomiting
allergies and food intolerances.
bleeding or fluid draining from the nose
Your osteopath can help to:
or ears
improve your general mobility
dizziness
improve the mobility of your ribs and
blurred vision or speech
thoracic and cervical spine

V & A.K. Winch
Rural Contractors
Over 25 years industry experience
*
*
*
*
*
•

All forms of rural fencing
Slashing—Spraying
Stables & day sheds
Property management
Rural consultancy
Chem Cert accredited

*
*
*
*
*

Enclosed gardens
Bridges and jetties
Cattle yards and horse arenas
Vineyards
Water carting

Vincent 0427 898 863
Sean 0458 233 699
Ph: 02 4465 1448
ABN 890 440 920 83
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Our Valley
Youth group
for high
schoolers is
on every
Friday night
from 6 pm in
our hall in
term time led by Katrina Thomas.
If you have high schoolers in your household
you are welcome to bring them down.
Our Crossroads group for primary school kids
from years 3-6 is on Mondays from 3.15 pm in
the hall. In 2013 we are planning to start a
regular third service on a Sunday evening for
those who simply can't get to church during the
day and for our youth and children in
Kangaroo Valley.
Finally, on Sunday December 2 at 3 pm we are
hosting a very special Choral Evensong.
This is a big choir singing some fantastic
classical pieces with a message also at
Christmas from Andrew Paterson.
numbness, tingling or paralysis.
If you get regular headaches, try keeping a
headache diary
Headaches can range from tension-type
headaches through to debilitating migraines.
If you experience headaches regularly, keeping
a headache diary can help identify these
triggers and ultimately help them avoid them.
Some people may worry that their headache
has a serious underlying cause, but for the vast
majority of headaches there isn’t a serious
cause. X-rays or other imaging tests are very
rarely required.
A headache diary allows you to record
important details about your headaches, such
as symptoms, frequency and other factors
which may be contributing to their onset.
Take your headache diary along to your
appointment with your osteopath to discuss
with them. (Copyright Australian Osteopathic
Association 2012).
To make an appointment contact Sally on
0419494027 or book online at
www.familyosteopathy.com
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Is a vegetarian diet adequate?
by Dr Rosemary Stanton, nutritionist
I always feel I should start any discussion of
vegetarian diets by saying that I am not a
vegetarian. However, I don’t eat a lot of
meat and our meals at home usually feature
plant foods.
For those who like labels, the new term that’s
been coined for people like me is ‘vegivore’.
Basically, it means we think about the vegies
and other plant-based foods first and add
animal foods more as a ‘side’ dish. In other
words, a vegivore does the opposite of what
most Australians do when they describe their
meals in terms of the animal foods with
vegetables added as a side dish.
Many meat eaters get ‘prickly’ whenever
vegetarian diets are mentioned. And those in
the health professions often add some kind of a
warning to any statement about vegetarian
diets – usually about protein, or iron or zinc or
some other nutrient they think might be
missing from plant foods.
Any diet, with or without meat, can miss out
on vital nutrients. A diet based on chips, cola
and chocolate will be inadequate whether or
not some meat is added.
Earlier this year, the Medical Journal of
Australia published a series of papers checking
the state of the evidence on whether plantbased diets are nutritionally adequate. After
reviewing the papers before publication, I was
asked to write an accompanying editorial. [For
those interested in checking the papers, they’re
available (without charge) at
https://www.mja.com.au/open.]

When writing textbooks in the 1970s, I spent
hours poring over lists of amino acids in foods,
adding up data to find combinations of plant
foods that would equal the protein in meat. We
then publicised lists of foods that made good
combinations because one had more of an amino
acid that was low in some other food.
I could have saved my time because more recent
biochemistry shows the body has a virtual ‘pool’
of amino acids made up of amino acids from
proteins consumed over a day or so. As long as
people eat a variety of foods, their protein needs
are assured and we can stop fussing about which
seed or nut goes with a particular grain.
Protein deficiency only occurs in people
suffering from severe malnutrition. Indeed many
worries about the adequacy of plant-based diets
relate to people who have little food of any kind.

Iron and zinc?
Warnings about iron and zinc deficiency are
ubiquitous and are certainly relevant in countries
where people struggle to find enough to eat. In
Australia and other western countries,
vegetarians can relax because they are no more
likely to suffer iron deficiency than meat eaters.
Meat is a good source of both iron and zinc and
40% of its iron is present in a form known as
haem iron. This type of iron (also found in
poultry and seafood) is absorbed better than the
non-haem iron in plant foods.
However, the body is good at absorbing more
non-haem iron when it is needed. Normally,
about 10% of non-haem iron is absorbed but
during pregnancy, for example, this may increase
to almost 60%.
General benefits
So how does the evidence stand up? In general, Old studies checked iron absorption after only a
a well-planned plant-based diet turns out to be single meal taken by meat eaters. Because meat
associated with a lower incidence of
is high in iron, these people did not need to
cardiovascular disease, bowel cancer, type 2
absorb much iron. More recent data shows much
diabetes and obesity.
more variation in absorption of iron.
For Australians, the bowel cancer aspect is
particularly relevant as it’s a disease for which
we score gold medal status. The World Cancer
Research Fund (WCRF) has a large number of
experts (without conflict of interest) who
assess every research paper relating to risks for Breakfast and lunch
various cancers. They now rate the evidence as
9.30 am till 2.30 pm
‘convincing’ (their highest rating) that red
meat increases the risk of bowel cancer. Some
Thursday to Sunday
plant foods, by contrast, are protective.
Dinner 6.30 pm
Having recently reviewed this topic myself, I
would add that there is no evidence that red
Friday to Sunday
meat is a problem if the quantity consumed is
small. WCRF notes this too and recommends a B.Y.O
maximum weekly consumption of 500g of red
Private functions
meat (beef, veal, lamb, pork, and goat).

Cafe Bella

Protein
Proteins are made of amino acids. Of the 20 or
so amino acids, eight are called ‘essential’
because we can’t make them from other amino
acids and must get them direct from foods.
Animal foods contain all eight essential amino
acids in useful proportions. Plant foods usually
have lower levels of one or more of the
essential amino acids.

Weddings
Outside catering

151 Moss Vale Rd
Kangaroo Valley
Booking 44 65 1660

Too much haem iron is now implicated in
bowel cancer and may also be a factor in
cardiovascular disease.
Zinc is found in abundance in grains, legumes
and nuts, but these foods also contain
compounds called phytates that may ‘bind’
with zinc and reduce its absorption. The good
news is that the way we prepare foods reduces
the effect of phytates. For example, adding
yeast to breads, soaking legumes and roasting
nuts decreases their effects. There is also some
evidence that phytates may be protective
against some cancers.
Vitamin B12
This vitamin is found naturally only in animal
foods – although that includes dairy products
and eggs. It’s vital for those who avoid all
animal foods to take a vitamin B12 supplement
or ensure they consume enough of one of the
soy foods that now include added B12. Some
vitamin B12 can migrate into mushrooms from
their growing medium, but the quantities
present can’t meet the body’s needs.
In my current work, I’m also aware of their
vital role in reducing our ecological footprint.
And as a lover of good food, I don’t
understand why we neglect so many great
tasting plant foods.
The MJA papers show that we can drop our
warnings about deficiencies of protein, iron
and zinc.
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Firey Tales
by Cinderfella

This last month has seen a real mixed
bag of weather, ranging from snow in
the Highlands and hail and sleet
blanketing Gerroa to flooding rains on
the coast, wild winds and 30˚C-plus
days.
Even though parts of the valley have
received 25–35mm of rain, it is still
remaining quite dry and the fire danger
remains high.
October call-outs
This month we received four call-outs which
all occurred in the space of two days over the
October long weekend.
1ST CALL, at approximately 8.30 am, was to a
smoke sighting and bushfire in Priddles Lane,
which is in the top upper reaches of
Wattamolla and typically the wetter end of
Kangaroo Valley.
This was determined to have started from a
lightning strike from a storm the night before.
Upon the brigade’s arrival, the fire was
determined to be quite high up on the
escarpment and it took some time to find the
right property to gain access to it.
The landholder was able to ferry several crew
up the mountain on his four wheeler via some
trails (which he’d luckily had cleared only
recently) to locate the source of the smoke and
fire which had burnt approximately one hectare
in dense bush.
One of our smaller trucks, Valley 7A, was able
to make its way to within 50m of the fire,
which was able to be put out with several
tanker loads of water and considerable
chainsaw work to cut off any burning trees that
were crossing into the unburnt area.
Valley 1 was able to provide water to top up
the smaller Cat 7 trucks throughout the
morning and were able to return to the station
after about 3 hours.
It was very important to ensure this fire was
out as extremely high winds were forecast that
afternoon and if this fire escaped from the area
it could have easily burnt right through the
escarpment to Woodhill Mountain and
Drawing Room Rocks area.
2ND CALL was to a reported explosion and
power lines fire at Paddington Lane and came
while we were still finishing up at the Priddles
Lane fire.
Keith Nelson, in Valley 1, was able to assess
this fire as the truck had just returned to the
fire station to fill up with water whilst we
finished up at the first call.
These calls were at opposite ends of the valley
and it took some time for gear to be stowed
and to be able to respond to the second callout.
As the Valley crew was already busy,
Beaumont and Broughton Vale brigades were
also called into assist with the grass fire from
the fallen power lines, which came down
because a tree had fallen across them.
After refilling trucks and replenishing hoses,
members were able to head off to work about
midday.
3RD CALL, at approx. 7.30 pm on the same
day, was for Kangaroo Valley to provide a

Senior Deputy Captain Neil Breeze hands Norm Luscombe his National Medal for service
Cat 7 truck and crew to assist with a large fire
burning in North Nowra.
This had multiple crews already at it but high
winds were making it difficult to control.
Once the crew called on at the station it was
decided they could stand down as light rain was
starting to fall, which quietened the fire down,
but it was still active the next day.
4TH CALL was at approx. 10.30 pm to a reported
house fire near Scotts Rd, Upper Kangaroo
River, and once again it proved challenging to
locate the correct address, with multiple houses
sharing the same roadside number on a common
access road and numerous driveways leading off
this road.
In the pitch black in a large fire truck these
small, windy access roads can prove rather
challenging.
Our driving time was approx. 30 mins from the
time the call-out was received until arriving on
scene, so it’s lucky this call turned out to be a
chimney fire and the owners had effectively
extinguished it prior to our arrival.
After checking the walls and roof space, where a
number of charred rafters were found, we were
able to return to the station at midnight for some
well-earned rest.

The advice to these property owners, and all
Kangaroo Valley residents, is to ensure that
your property and access roads are clearly
identified with roadside numbers (and names,
if applicable).
These need to be reflective and of a size to be
easily read and with multiple properties
sharing an entrance to be identified by a letter
(e.g. 112a and 112b).
Invariably when we are going to your address
we are trying to get there as quick as possible
and it’s likely we’ll be driving either in the
dark or in dense smoke.
Also, in the event of a large fire there will be
brigades from other areas that will not know
properties by the owners’ name as the Valley
brigade might.
A large number of houses in Kangaroo Valley
are holiday rental accommodation and owners
of these should ensure the houses have clear
signage for street addresses and that their
guests have instructions as to what to do in the
event of a fire.
As shown in a number of these call-outs it is
most important that property owners ensure
that the access roads to their property and any
(Continued on page 45)

KANGAROO VALLEY PHARMACY
SHOP 2 / 162 MOSS VALE RD.

PH. (02) 4465 2772

FAX (02) 4465 2773

OPEN 6 DAYS: MON-FRI 9 am to 5 pm
SAT 9 am to 12 noon
For all your Prescriptions and all Pharmaceutical Requisites.
NATIO (Natural Australian Beauty) COSMETICS
Tired of misplacing your scripts.....
We can take care of your prescriptions in our filing system.
See us about the Webster-pak System that sets out all tablets and capsules in blister
packs for each time of the day, for each day of the week.

COME IN AND SAY HELLO
TO JAN & DAN COLE
AT YOUR PHARMACY
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fingertips.
You can't possibly be bored when you have to
harvest all those crops on your online farm. And
who has time for reflection when I have ten
friends waiting for my move on online scrabble?
The downside to all this innovation in
entertainment is that it eliminates our ability to
deeply connect with our friends and families and
As a twenty-something living in Sydney, I can most importantly, ourselves.
empathise with the professionals we hear about When I think about it, all my most creative ideas
in the media for whom sleeping, driving and
are dreamed up when I'm just about to fall
going to the bathroom is not a priority.
asleep, or when I'm running on the treadmill.
Those kids working till 9 pm at night?
In other words, when I'm bored.
My friends. And in the few hours a day they
In an age of instant communication and
have to themselves, they expect to be
entertainment, are we forgetting to appreciate
entertained, and fast.
reality?
That's where technology comes in.
So the next time you reach for your mobile
We now have libraries full of books to read, a phone or your e-reader, consider what you would
never-ending playlist of music to listen to and have been doing before those things were
an arcade of games to play right at our
invented.

When was the last time you remember
being bored? I can't recall the last time
I had nothing to do.
Even when the housework is done, the
dinner cooked and the dogs walked, I find
myself unable to simply sit down and just
do nothing. I blame technology.
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Technology and
the Valley
by Ellie Williams
Visiting friends? Going on a bush walk?
Maybe just being?
I know that my antidote is a weekend away in
my Kangaroo Valley house.
I just need to hide the laptop....
Whether you're intrigued, suspicious or just
plain confused about technology and social
media, this is the column for you.
If you want general tech advice or just feel like
getting something off your chest, shoot me an
email at ellinwilliams@live.com.
Ellin Williams

Coping with getting older

I once saw an advertisement in the paper that
read. “Good looking man, tall, slim and blond,
seeking girlfriend.
A few months back I stood waiting with attractive” or “I am very kind to my children and Aged 21 but looks like 19.”
friends to enter a New York nightclub. others”.
Age and the way you feel about it is all relative
The doorman man looked at me and said, “Ah Say the one or more positive affirmations five
to how you think about it.
come on in you haven’t got much time to go.” times a day and place a rubber band around you Would you say 51 but looks 49? Positive
wrist or put your watch on the other hand every affirmations do change lives.
I was devastated thinking at my age maybe I
day to remind you to be positive.
should not be in trendy nightclub where the
Give it a go good looking.
I promise you if you do this for some weeks your
average age was much younger.
Gerry North is a couples, depression and
positive bias will take over.
I felt really old suddenly and out of place.
anxiety treatment counsellor and
You
will
begin
to
see
a
whole
new
change
in
the
Then it dawned on my, he was saying the
can be contacted on
way you perceive yourself and the world.
nightclub was closing soon and it was not
gerrynorthcounsellor
When you finish with the daily positive
about my age at all.
@gmail.com or
affirmations
place
them
in
an
envelope
with
your
During our lives we have the constant regular
feeling that our age is unacceptable and we are name on it and leave it somewhere in your house www.gerrynorthcounsellor.com
where you can see it daily.
getting too old.
Ask a 30 year old and they will be just as upset
at being their age as a 50 year old coming to
terms with their birthday.
Age and our feelings towards it are relative to
how we think about ourselves.
If we think negatively about our self and our
age then we also project that to the world.
You can be a very vibrant 40 year-old, or a 50,
60,70,80 and even 90 year old.
It is all about how you talk to your own mind.
Unfortunately human research shows us our
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (within the Office of
brains have a negative bias.
Environment and Heritage) are conducting a 1080 fox
That comes from the amygdala part of our
baiting program in the Kangaroo Valley and Budgong areas
brain which is constantly looking out for
danger with fight, flee or freeze as the call to
for the protection of the Endangered Brush-tailed Rocksurvive.
wallaby. The baiting is conducted on various private
So we protect ourselves with a negative bias
but there is no need to be scared and we can go properties, NPWS estate, Sydney Catchment Authority
out and be proud, creative and out there rattling estate and vacant Crown land. All bait stations in this
the world at any age.
Self-esteem is what it is all about. How do we program are permanently baited throughout the year.
feel about your inner self? It makes sense that This baiting will be conducting using both 1080 buried
with an already negative bias in the human
baits and 1080 capsules in ejector devices at the bait
condition we then have to do a little work on
station locations. All properties being baited are sign posted
getting our self-esteem moving in a positive
direction.
with the baiting dates and an indication of which baiting
This is where positive affirmations come in.
methods are being used on each property. Dog owners are
It all sounds so simple and you might think
why bother but they really do work. Alcoholics reminded to ensure their dogs do not wander as dogs are
Anonymous use them with tremendous
highly susceptible to 1080 poisoning.
success.
Get some paper and write positive things about
For any further information please contact Melinda
yourself.
Say, “I have been very loyal to my friends” or Norton, or Juliet Dingle at the NPWS Highlands Area
“I work hard at the things I do” or “My face is

PUBLIC NOTICE

Office, Fitzroy Falls on (02) 4887 8244.
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1, 2, 3—Out!

put that in
her room,” so
I stuffed it in
This month my decluttering efforts had
the cupboard
both a win and a fail and gained some
in shame.
One day I’ll
inspiration.
take it out
I had to spend a night in Sydney so I asked
and donate it
my very kind aunt if I could bunk down at
to the op
her place.
shop. And
I say ‘bunk down’ but it was a lot more like
I’ll learn
‘stay in a luxury hotel’.
from my
Her house is not only perfectly clean, neat and
mistakes.
tidy, it’s also tasteful, spacious and beautifully
Next time I’ll just take her item to the cashier,
decluttered.
pretend to pay for it and then wait until she
But it’s not a showpiece that belongs in a
forgets all about it!
magazine. It’s a real home for real people,
That was the fail.
created with real thought behind it.
My win follows on from last month’s column in
I was struck again by just how peaceful and
which I bewailed the state of my craft cupboard.
relaxing it is to be in a space that has been
Again, the inspiration to clean it out came from
carefully laid out and decorated, without a
seeing my aunt’s organised house.
bunch of someone’s junk in every corner.
Inspired by my aunt’s house I came home with “You can do it!” I told myself, after about three
weeks of prevarication, so I waited until the two
energy to rearrange furniture and redo the
lounge room and we all ended up at Spotlight year old was napping and then pulled out boxes
and bins of stuff I’ve been keeping for waaaay
looking for new cushions.
too long.
This was where I had my fail.
A few bags of fabric and a couple of unfinished
The two year old saw a bright red ‘Elmo’
projects went into the ‘donate’ pile, and there
doona cover, fell in love and brought it to me
were two whole bags of rubbish to put in the bin.
with a smile that only cute two year olds can
And, happily, it was all over much more quickly
get away with.
than I expected, so I took the time to use one “I’ll
I read the price tag, saw it was on sale and
thought, “Well, if she likes it so much I’ll buy use that someday” piece of fabric to carpet my
two year old’s dollshouse and sew another one
it.”
into an apron to replace the piece of rag I’ve
Unfortunately I forgot about buyer’s regret.
been wearing for a year now.
When we got home I looked at the beautiful
The moral of this tale?
pink handmade quilt already on her bed
If you’re looking for inspiration, stay overnight
compared to this glaring red, mass-produced
with people with decluttered houses.
piece of advertising and thought, “I just can’t

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
2—4 pm
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Seniors Survey
A reminder that we are seeking
the views of all residents of
Kangaroo Valley,
full or part-time, of all ages,
on the need for seniors’
accommodation and services
in the valley.
If you do not have the survey, or
enough copies of it, copies are
available from Kangaroo Valley
Post Office or from the General
Store opposite.
Please do make your views
known by completing the survey
and returning it, no later than 12
November 2012, by handing it in
at Kangaroo Valley Post Office
(or leaving it under the door
outside business hours)
or posting it to
Kangaroo Valley Seniors
Accommodation & Support
Committee, c/- Post Office,
Kangaroo Valley, NSW 2577.
Thank you.
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Valley gardening
tips

It is believed that corn was first cultivated as a
food source 9000 years ago in Mexico, although
varieties have changed a lot since then it still
remains a staple food, being the third most
important cereal in the world after wheat and
fom Mark Mclennan
rice.
Corn is a summer crop in Kangaroo Valley and
Why growing your own vegies is
is very frost sensitive.
good for you!
It will struggle to germinate in cool soils so its
Is home grown produce better for you? best to wait until spring before planting, or at
Well of course we think it is! Not only is least until the soil temp reaches 14 degrees.

gardening considered relaxing and
stress reducing it is also exercise.
One might easily argue that sitting in your
garden pulling weeds is much better for you
than sitting on the couch watching a box.
I personally prefer to eat fresh fruit and
vegetables from my garden than commercially
grown produce that has been sprayed with
pesticides, and fertilisers.
The jury is still out on whether these chemicals
used in commercially grown crops are actually
bad for us but for me it’s a clear choice.
How can chemical free not be better for us.
People also tend to eat more fruit and vege if
they are producing it themselves.
Those of you that already have a working
garden know what I mean, its dinner time and
you wander out to see what is ready to pick
and fill your dinner plate with all the seasonal
Sweet corn prefers to be direct sowed, as its roots
produce that you can. Growing vegies
are sensitive to damage.
encourages healthier eating habits for adults
It can be raised as seedlings and transplanted
and children and can be a great family activity.
although it will take a while to become
established once transplanted, and you will get a
Sweet Corn:
healthier plant if it is direct sown.
There are lots of different varieties to choose
from, commercially grown varieties will retain
their sweetness in the fridge for a long time.
But if you, like me, love eating it fresh straight
out of the garden, you could try a variety such as
'breakthrough' for a super sweet corn cob, or
'Honeysweet' for an early crop.
We have the pot boiling before we pick to
maximise the corns sweetness.
You wont believe the difference when you
harvest and eat straight away.
Corn prefers slightly acidic soil, that is well tilled

because of its sensitive roots.
Corn plants benefit from hilling around the
base of them, or along entire row as it allows
extra side roots to form providing added water
absorption and stability.
Corn is susceptible to being blown over and if
your site is exposed you can stake the plants to
prevent this as they do not recover well once
blown over.
Sweet corn is a nitrogen thirsty plant so to
avoid leaving your garden depleted after
growing corn.
American Indians used to bury half a carp
under each corn plant to ensure a productive
crop but you can use companion planting with
climbing beans.
Plant a couple of climbing beans at the base of
the corn when it is about an inch high.
The bean will climb up the stalk giving you a
lovely dual harvest of beans and corn 3 months
later, the beans will also fix nitrogen in the soil
to replenish what the corn has removed.
Corn is wind pollinated so ideally the plants
need to be in a bunch in order to maximise
pollination. Squares of corn 4 rows long is a
good size to ensure pollination and a good
crop.
They should be planted 50cm apart and your
rows should be at least 1.5-2m long.
Corn is a great summer crop to successionally
plant. We plant around 12 seeds at a time, so
when the first ones are an inch or so high pop
in a new square of seeds to give you an endless
summer supply. Once finished both cows and
horses love to munch on the stalks or
alternatively it makes great mulch.

Passionate about gardening.
We specialise in;
*
*
*
*

Garden advice
Raised veggie garden beds built and
installed
Constructing vegetable enclosures
Lawn care

Our aim;
‘To see every backyard
with an edible garden’

Design Construction Maintenance
0439 456 356
info@deliciousgardens.com.au

Visit us at;
www.deliciousgardens.com.au
Did you know we offer regular garden
maintenance?
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Two peas in a pod
with the seasonal Chef
There’s nothing that screams ‘spring is
here’ better than a vine full of vibrant
green pea pod’s.
I love walking around the garden happily
popping open the pods and gobbling down
these lovely little jewels.
Most people think the green pea is a vegetable
but it is actually part of the legume family and
they are an amazing source of vitamin A and C
as well.
There are so many ways to use these little
spheres of green magic, apart from eating them
straight from the garden they make a wonder
garnish for fish in the form of crushed peas
flavored with mint and lemon zest, salt and
peeper and a good dash of beautiful golden
olive oil.
Toss them through a salad with Serrano ham or
lightly blanch and toss with salt and pepper
and garnish with a good blob of Thistledown
Creamery’s soft rind goat’s cheese melting
through and creating a rich tangy sauce…
mmmm yum!
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This months recipe is from Bobby Flay and has a 2 teaspoons toasted and ground cumin seeds
nice little Mexicana twist in it, enjoy!
Poblano puree
1tablespoon honey
Green Pea & Green Chile Soup with Crisp
3 tablespoons crème fraiche
Serrano Ham & Cumin Cream
Coriander to garnish
Serves: 4
1 Combine stock and ham hock in medium
Roasted Poblano Puree
saucepan, bring to a simmer and cook for 50
2 poblano chilies*
minutes or until a good smokey flavor has
2 tablespoons canola oil
developed.
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
Remove the ham hock(keep for use another
1. Preheat oven to 425 degrees F. Place poblano
time) and add the peas, salt and cumin and
chilies on a baking sheet, rub with oil and season
cook until the peas are very soft, 15-20
with salt and pepper. Roast the chilies until
minutes.
slightly charred and cooked through, about 30
2. Using a slotted spoon, place the peas in a
minutes. Remove, let cool slightly, remove skin
blender with 2 cups of the stock and blend until
and seeds and coarsely chop.
smooth. If the soup is too thick, add additional
2. Place the poblanos in a food processor and
stock 1 cup at a time.
process until smooth.
Transfer the soup to a clean saucepan over
Toasted Cumin Cream
medium heat and whisk in the poblano puree
1/2 cup crème fraiche
and the cream fraiche and cook until heated
2 tablespoons toasted and ground cumin seeds
through.
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
3. Ladle the soup into shallow bowls, drizzle
Whisk together all ingredients in a small bowl.
with the cumin crème fraiche and top with 2
Crispy Serrano Ham
slices of the crisp Serrano ham; garnish with
1/4 cup pure olive oil
fresh coriander.
8 slices thinly sliced Serrano ham*
*Poblano Chilies are a Mexican variety and
1. Heat oil in a large sauté pan over high heat
can be purchased in a tin from good Mexican
until oil begins to shimmer.
outlets.
2. Carefully add 2 slices of the ham at a time and I use fireworksfoods.com.au for all my
cook until crispy on both sides.
Mexican ingredients.
3. Remove to a plate line with paper towels.
You can also substitute long green chili for this
recipe.
Soup
*Serrano ham is the top quality dry aged ham
4 cups homemade chicken stock
from Spain. If you can’t find it
1 smoked ham hock
replace with Prosciutto
2 cups frozen or fresh peas

Although they are all sounding delicious I have
decided to go with a Spring soup this month
because even though it’s Spring there is still a
slight chill in the air and we can all enjoy a big
hearty soup before the Summer heat wave
arrives. If you don’t have fresh peas you can
substitute with frozen as the quality of our
1teaspoon kosher salt
Aussie frozen peas are just a s yummy!

FOR ALL YOUR RURAL CONTRACTING REQUIREMENTS
Hay & Silage
sales

44 651 177

Direct drilling
Ploughing
Slashing
Weed spraying
ChemCert
accredited
Consulting

Geoff & Tania Sharman
Geoff 0409 289 122 Tania 0409 289 123

Property
management
Rural fencing
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First night experience for valley bushwalkers
The walk is a 12 km trek along the coast from
Bundeena to Wattamolla Beach, through the
Royal National Park. Bruce had to negotiate
with the Park Rangers for permission to do this
walk at night and for us to finish with a BBQ on
the beach.
Not an easy thing to do and he nearly gave up
until the Senior Ranger, Darren Lewis, paved the
way by not only allowing Bruce to have a key to
the gate that is locked at dusk, but actually
When we first discussed this driving it to Bruce’s father’s home to be
walk with him last year his collected.
wife, Sally, was not even
We all thank Darren for his enthusiasm and
pregnant; they are now the support in helping to make this walk possible and
proud parents of three week so memorable.
old Robey and still Bruce
We left cars at both the start and finish so that we
found the time and energy
wouldn’t have to do a return walk in pitch
to prepare a great
blackness and Fran and I chose the weekend
experience for us.
closest to the full moon so there would be some

The on-track bushwalkers have pushed
through their boundaries twice this
year: firstly in May we went away for a
weekend’s walking on the south coast
and in October we went on our first
night walk.
The whole organisation for our latest
walk, from the recce to the BBQ, was in
the very capable hands of Bruce Latham.

glow for those, like
Glenn, who chose to
go torchless!
This walk is strongly
recommended, in the
daylight, for the
panoramic views over
the rugged coastline in
this oldest national
park in NSW. The
path takes one along
dizzying cliff tops from where we saw at least
one whale on its migratory trail. Luckily, with
daylight saving, we were able to do most of the
walk in the late afternoon and early dusk so we
saw the beauty of the sandstone and the natural
life (for example: the sea eagle flying above,
with the crab in its claws, looking for a suitable
rock to drop it onto and break it open).
Some of the path is through heathland scrub,

which created a good wind break as it is as tall
as a human; there were a few elevated
walkways to protect the fragile growth
underneath; there were two beautiful, almost
deserted beaches – Marley and Little Marley
Beach- and a couple of flat rock escarpments
with waterfalls and deep pools for swimming
in the warmer months.
The last couple of kilometres were walked in
the dark, which added its own feeling of
“exploration where no man has gone before”.
At Wattamolla Beach, where there are
amenities, Bruce prepared a BBQ while the
drivers returned to the start to collect the cars.
Never have sausages tasted so good – salt

spray, some good exercise, a pleasant evening
temperature, some tasty red wine and good
company.
Then, just as well, the key worked on the
locked gate to the National Park and we were
able to drive home by 12.30 am.
Thank you so much to Bruce Latham (and
Sally) for our unforgettable night walk.
Lee Sharam
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However, those who did
venture out enjoyed a
sunny morning and a
Garden Group
beautiful spring garden
at Hope and Angus
With threatening clouds and then a hail
Kennedy’s.
storm at 9 am it is little wonder that
We had visited this garden
many decided that Monday was not a
three years before but
good day to visit a garden.
during the height of

Kangaroo Valley

summer, so it was
delightful to wander
around the early blossoms
and see how much their
eclectic planting of trees
had grown.
Angus also has
wonderfully productive
vegetable gardens where
the lack of weeds was a
source of wonder until we learnt that two
Woofers from Germany had been hard at work
the day before!
What a great idea it is to host some Woofers: to
learn more about another culture and also have
their help in the garden or on the farm.
I am sure that Angus and Hope would share their
good experiences of this system with any
interested party.
After admiring the rose arch, the prolific iris, the
lavender and collecting some samples to plant in
our own gardens, we all sat outside in the sun,
ate our lunches and enjoyed the perfumed breeze.
What a lovely morning to share with such
generous folk; thank you Hope and Angus.
Chris Brangwin right with two woofers from
Germany who had stayed with the Kennedys

Lee Sharam

Noah's Grand Bazaar

CWA Hall,
Victoria St, Berry
3-4 November,
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Huge variety of items,
all priced to sell.
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Kangaroo Valley
Golf Club news
On Saturday 22nd September we had a
Stableford competition which was won
by Brad Innes who played good
consistent golf, finishing with 39 points,
John Rose also found some form
finishing second with 38 points and to
make it a family affair, Brad’s father,
John took third place with 36.
Saturday 29th September saw an
extremely windy day for our Monthly
Medal and stroke Competition.
The medal was won by Laura Gane who had a
nett score of 75.
Laura also won the Women’s stoke
competition, Suzie Wright was second, beating
Sheila Young on a countback with both having
nett 81s.
The Men’s Stroke was won by Wal Edwards
with a nett 72, Jon Mallinson, a visitor, was
second with a nett 74 and Sam Hutchinson
third with a nett 77.
Being the long weekend the Club also held a
Sunday and Monday Stableford competition.
The Sunday Women’s comp was won by
Veronica Newman with 36 points, Sheila
Young took second with 34 points and
Suzanne Greer finished third with 32.
Wal Edwards won the Men’s comp with a
score of 37 points.

Andrew Housden, John Innes and Peter Hughes watch as Dave Purll putts on the 6th green
Wal is 95 years young and although not hitting
the ball as far as he use to is still managing to put
some good scores together. Well done Wal.
Stuart Capel finished second with 35 points and
Shaun Kempton third with 33.
On the Monday there were only enough starters
for a mixed competition won by Rachel
Underdown with 37 points, Laura Gane was
second with 36 points and, that man again, Wal
finished third with 32 points.
Saturday 6th October was a team’s event, 2 ball
aggregate Stableford with a singles in
conjunction.
Peter Hughes and Ron Bower combined
extremely well with a total of 79 Points.

Peter scored 41 of them and finished second in
the singles and Ron contributed 38 and
finished third in the singles.
Rachel Underdown and Di Buckley finished
second in the teams with a total of 74 points.
Rachel had 43 points, which also gave her first
place in the singles and Di had 31 points.
John and Brad Innes finished third with a total
of 70 points.
Brad scored 36 of their total and Dad
contributed 34.
Wal Edwards was again running hot for the Par
event on Saturday 6 October, winning with a
+2. Natalie Gane was second with a -1 beating
Andrew Housden on a countback
Until next time Seventy Plus

Watch for our weekly
Kangaroo Valley’s own

Open seven days a week from 6 am to 7 pm
The best fresh fruit and meat and grocery choice

Petrol, diesel, oils

Bottled and refilled gas

Ice and Telephone credits

32 Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577
phone (02) 4465 1986
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The Sports
Report
Long Journey Home coming through Kangaroo Valley
After five months at the Glengarry
campus the Scots College year 9 boys
will undertake a symbolic six-day
journey from Kangaroo Valley to
Bellevue Hill, in Sydney.
“The Long Journey Home” involves the
boys covering approximately 200
kilometres by means of cycling, walking,
canoeing, bus and boat.

Each evening the boys are in tents and work
through 'rite journey’ material that examines rites
of passage for boys at this age transitioning into
manhood.
The boys will pass through Kangaroo Valley on

Saturday December 1 between 9 and 10 am. Our
group is made up of several safety vehicles with
signage and lights and the boys are wearing high
visibility vests.

The 90 boys are divided into small ability
groups with qualified instructors; we also have
a hospital bus that completes our entourage.
If local residents could be aware of our
presence and take extra care on the road it
would be very much appreciated.
If the weather is hot a splash of water or a
friendly wave will help us on our way.
We continue through the Valley before turning
onto Kangaroo valley Rd then Watamolla Rd
to Berry, and Beach road through to Seven
Mile beach, where we ride on the sand to
Gerroa.
(Continued on page 46)

Airport Transfers • Winery Tours • Corporate Travel •
Weddings • Theatre, Opera, Sporting Events •
Sydney, Canberra & Southern Highlands
Vehicles for all occasions
At Your Service
24hours a day & 7 days a week
Contact HCHC
M: 0400 921 239
E: info@hchc.com.au • W: www.hchc.com.au
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

The Village Green Nursery
Pot Plant to Paddock—Natives, Exotics, Fruit and Ornamental
trees, Tubestock, windbreaks and Hedging

Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren
for helpful service and advice
“council carpark” Kangaroo Valley, open 7 days

BARE ROOTED TREES AND ROSES NOW IN

Kangaroo Valley Security

Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

J. Brian. Davidson

Painter & Decorator

(35 years experience)
including Colour Consultation. Fully Insured.
Reasonable Rates Call Brian for free
quotation for work under $1000

0412 227 292

Ian McLean
Home Handyman
$1,000 limit to
any “building” work

Specialising in Tung Oil for New & Old Flooring

Tel: 4464 3267

Mob: 0427 643 267

This space
could be yours
Just call
44 651 621
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Electrical services and renewable
energy systems for your
home or business
Lic No: 46822C CEC Accredited: A3257263

P: 44 651 540
E:info@kangaroovalleysolar.com.au
www.kangaroovalleysolar.com.au

Mike and Cathy Gorman
MTA Member

Same day repairs

Motor Mechanic Lic #: 106089
All Mechanical Repairs
Log Book Servicing
Brake & Clutch Repairs
Slasher, Mower,
Ride-on Repairs
Mig Welding, Tyre Repairs
On farm mechanical repairs
Plant/Heavy Vehicle Field
Servicing

19 years mechanical knowledge
and Licenced Workshop experience.
We provide full service for 4x4’s and motor vehicles

John Wright 0411 619 179
email Wassa@shoal.net.au

Wrights Farm Machinery P/L
Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley

Call Warren 0438 418 198

4465 1030

Call Warren 0438 418 198 4465 1030
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Paul Obern Arborist Services
Qualified Tree Surgeon with 15 years Experience
Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding,
Thinning, Mulching, Fire Reduction Clearing, Dangerous
Tree Removal – All Sizes
Call Paul Tel 44651391 or Mobile No 0403610236
Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

Now in Kangaroo Valley

Bringing motivation to any location

FIGHTINGFIT

•

Personal training

Rox

•

Group sessions

•

Boxing

Never give up

Call Matt 0434702317
roxfitness@yahoo.com.au

BILL ALLDRITT BOOKKEEPING SERVICES
* Need help to sort out your accounts?
* Find bookkeeping a nightmare?
* Are you confused by MYOB or Xero?
Contact Bill Alldritt Bookkeeping Services
M ‐ 0408 32 55 88
E – billalldritt@bigpond.com
Registered BAS Agent Professional MYOB Partner
Professional Xero Partner
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Here’s your chance to be in a movie!!
If the show gets picked up this would generate a
lot of work for locals during shooting times and
lot of great opportunities for local kids.
We are holding auditions on Sunday November
11 - if you are interested or know anyone who
maybe interested please let me know.
We will also need helpers during the shoot, so
anyone who'd like to get some 'on set'
experience or just be a part of it do let me know.
We are hoping to shoot the pilot in March 2013.
We are all working for free on the pilot - so there
is no money up front - but if we can sell the
“T.V Production House is a new production
company that I am doing some work with on a program there will be lots of work and $$.
If nothing else it will be a great learning
project and they are looking to make a TV
experience and you will have a fantastic looking
series.
They read Eldest of None and love it so we are show reel as we are shooting on super 35mm
going to shoot the pilot and from there sell it to HD.
Eldest of None is a coming of age family drama/
networks.
I'm hoping to get as much local talent into the comedy - sort of like a contemporary Wonder
Years without the cheesy Americanness.....
production as possible and do the bulk of the
At this stage we are looking for:
filming in Kangaroo Valley.
Boys ages 8 -16
Girls ages 8 - 16

Victoria McIntyre recently wrote a TV
pilot called 'Eldest Of None' that made
it to the final round of pitching season
with Warner Bros in Los Angeles.
In the end it conflicted with their
programming and wasn't picked up, so
Victoria rewrote the script as an
Australian show.
We asked Victoria what happens from
here!

Firey Tales
(Continued from page 29)

Athletic boys aged 14 - 16.
Men and Women aged around 40.
There will also be loads of extras needed when
we shoot.
Anyone who is interested please get in touch!!”
Victoria’s email adress is

buddharocks@bigpond.com

current Brigade Secretary
Harold Sharman 34 years of service (may be
longer than this but records aren’t that
accurate)

trails on their property are maintained and kept
Neil Breeze presented Norm Luscombe with
clear if possible so that they might be used in
his medal, as he was not well enough to attend
time of a fire.
the
official awards presentation.
News
its existence and contents.
Guide to action: November
We would also like to congratulate four
· Ensure clear signage of your property
· Clear fallen sticks, leaves and branches
brigade members who were awarded the
number and name at the roadside access.
from gutters and areas around house and
National Medal at a recent function held by the
(It is a good idea to also have this printed
outbuildings. It’s a great idea to do this
Shoalhaven City Council for members of the
and on the wall by the phone, especially
regularly through bushfire season (e.g.
RFS and SES.
for holiday rentals.)
once a week or fortnight – ground-level
The National Medal is only awarded to RFS
work makes an ideal
volunteers who have had more than 15 years of
chore for kids’ pocket
diligent service and gone above and beyond the
Kangaroo Valley Markets
money)
normal expectations in serving their brigade
· Trim back growth on
are held on the
and community.
access roads and
The recipient has to be nominated and
2nd Saturday every month 8.30 a.m.-2.30
trails (e.g. between
approved by the Office of the Governor
p.m.
house and dam or fire
General.
pump)
and
ensure
at
the
Showground
This is a prestigious award and these were the
they’re clear for use.
only four handed out on the night for the entire
with proceeds going towards the
· Update your Bushfire
Shoalhaven area comprising 35 fire brigades.
Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival.
Safety Survival Plan
Neil Breeze 18 years of service, current
and make household
For more information contact
Senior Deputy Captain and Training Officer
and visitors,
Jane Richter 0402 635 785 or email
Norm Luscombe 34 years of service current
including holiday
Deputy Captain
tenants of rental
kvmarkets@gmail.com
Lorraine Mairinger 26 years of service
properties, aware of

• 24/7 Emergency plumbing
•All construction work
•Renovations and extensions
•No job too BIG or small
•All your plumbing needs

Call Dave on 0431-466-417
Lic No: 242026C

Christopher Cook—Dental Prosthetist

“Pineview Cottage” 160 Old South Road, Bowral 2576

(02) 4862 1046
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
CARING, PERSONAL SERVICE
NO REFERRAL NEEDED - FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION
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The long journey home
(Continued from page 41)

The next day sees the group ride to the North
end of Werri beach followed by a scenic
coastal hike through Kiama.
We use canoes to cross the Minna Murra river
and spend the evening at Killalea State park.
The third day is biking on cycle path again
following the coast from Shell Harbour across
Windang bridge though Port Kembla and onto
Corrimal caravan park.

Day four is a coastal hike to Coledale before a
bus ride on day five to Garrie beach, and a
27km hike through the Royal National Park to
Bundeena.
The final day is a boat ride from Bundeena out
to sea and returning in through the Sydney
heads to Rose Bay.
The success of this part of the journey is
weather dependent with sea sickness a real
prospect!
The journey culminates when the boys walk up
the hill to their school at Bellevue Hill and are
met by the entire school population, pipe band
and crying parents!
Dave Johnson
NB Photos are from the 2011 return

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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More Festival Frolics
Testimonials from near and far
Congratulations on a great festival.
Some real gems in the line-up.
The Caravan Park was very comfortable and
the staff were terrific – very kind of them to
sponsor the performers and families.
Craig

That festival was definitely the best one yet.
Even forgetting that the weather also was
better than previous ones.
Congratulations.
Bill

For Valley Voice
advertising please phone
44 651 621

What a fabulous weekend the Kangaroo Valley
Folk Festival put on for us.
Fantastic music, brilliant weather, wonderful
catch up with friends, hard-working organisers
and volunteers.
Thank You, Thank You, Thank You!!!!
Janet

Thanks for a delightful festival.
Such a great spirit abounded!
May the festival continue forever.
Martin

Thanks Kangaroo Valley.
We had a brilliant festival.....great vibe, lovely
responsive audiences and all in such an idyllic
setting.....the only thing missing was the
kangaroos!
Congratulations Stuart and team....we'd love to
come back sometime.
Alanna and Alicia Egan

J. T. Rebbeck - Earthmoving Contractor
4465 1329 Mobile 0414 744 258

Reliable service,
excellent equipment, competitive quotes.

For Valley Voice
advertising please
phone
44 651 621
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Claim the date!

Wot’s on in the Valley

Dec 15

The Pantomime KV Hall

Special events November 2012

Dec 16

Carols in the Valley (from 7 pm)

2013
Feb 15-16

KV A & H Show

May 3-5

KV Arts Festiva

Nov 6

CMRI Melbourne Cup Day function KV Golf and Country Resort

Nov 10

Show exhibitors Information Day
K.V. Hall and showground

Nov 11

Armistice Day at The Cenotaph 11 am

Nov 11

Launch of The Valley Boys K.V. Hall 11-30 am

Nov 11

Audition day for Eldest of none

October 25-27 KV Folk Festival

Organisations are invited to use this page
to claim the date for any events they are planning,
so as to avoid doubling up and clashes with other groups

Monthly events

Weekly events
Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and
Highlands - 4423 5990

Mon (1st)

KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – David Smart 4465 1214

Mon (2nd)

Environment Group – 6 pm – The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley –
Peter Stanton 4465 1688

Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass St. Joseph’s 8 am

A & H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Donna Parker, 4465 2170

Mon

Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Workbee. Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147
for confirmation and location of meeting place.

Tues

Tues (1st)

CWA 10 am to 12, 12 Speaker, 12.30 pm Combined Luncheon,
1 pm to 2.15 pm Meeting

Tues

Tues (2nd)

Pre School Meeting

Wed

Tues (2nd)

KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon Garth Chittick 4465 1367

Wed

Tues (2nd)

KV Pioneer Settlement Trust meeting 9 am to 10.30 am
Elaine Apperley 4465 2026

Pioneer Museum Park Conservation
Group from 9am finishing about 4pm
Ph: Werner Bayer 4465-1058 and
Phil Scott on 4465-1968.

Tues (4th)

Lions Club. Carolyn Green 4465 1384

Wed

KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm

Thurs (2nd)

P. & C. Meeting – – KV School

Wed

Fri (2nd)

View Club General Meeting and Luncheon – 12 pm – locations as advised

Sat (last)

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482

Sun (last)

Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman 4465 1140

6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact
44 651364
Pilates KV Hall 1 pm—2-15 pm
Enquiries 44 651 958
1-3 pm Women's Care & share Anglican Hall 44 651 585
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 8 am

Mon (3rd)

Thurs
Thurs
Sat

Bi-weekly events

Sun

Mondays (2nd and 4th) Guided meditation 6-15 pm to 7-45pm Patsy Robb 44 651 626
Wednesdays (1st and 3rd) Guided meditation 1-15pm to 2-45 pm Patsy Robb 44 651 626
NB Wednesdays start on November 7 Mobile 0432 522 030 Patsy Robb
Thursday (1st & 3rd)

Men’s Group—7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 4465 1056

Sun

1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585
10-12 & 6-8 Iyenga Yoga
44 651 364
Cuppa & kids
Sunday School Hall from 9-30 am
Mass St Joseph’s 6-15 am

Anglican Church 4465 1585
8-30 am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $48 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.
Please tick the appropriate box:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Your Mailing Address:Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
K.V. Voice Office:- 149 Moss Vale Rd , Kangaroo Valley 2577. Phone (02) 4465 1621
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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SCHOOLS & CHURCHES
Preschool
Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
P&C
Bianca Murphy
4465 1182
Public School
John Bond
4465 1182
Scots College
Grahame Allen 4465 1089
Anglican Church Andrew Patterson 4465 1585
Sunday School Jeanette Dumbrell 4465 2708
Catholic Church Anne Dynon
4464 1910
CHARITIES & SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute
Isabel Butler
4465 1248
Lions Club
Lorraine Mairinger 4465 1031
V.I.E.W. Club
Jan Cole
4861 7572
Amnesty Int.
Libby Turnock 4465 1357
Environment
Rosemary Stanton 4465 1711
Wildlife Rescue South Coast
0418 427 214
Wires
4862 1788

EMERGENCIES
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Ambulance
000
Poisons
13 1126
Integral Energy
13 1003
Lifeline
13 1114
Fire
000
SPORTS & EXERCISE
Bushwalking
Fran Pritchard
4465 1599
Cricket Club
Hugh Sinclair 0435 001 294
Fishing Club
Vinnie Winch
4465 1448
Golf Club
John Rose
4464 2384
Hockey Club
Sharon Gomez
4465 1580
Pilates
Melinda Mangold 0404 483 680
Pony Club
Bronwyn Petersen 4465 2364
Rowing Club
Gerry Garrett
4465 1 419
Tennis Club
Bruce Rodway
4465 1756
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Budgong Community Group
Nicholas Carlile 4446 0591
Historical Society Garth Chittick 4465 1367
FYRE
Karen Harrison 4465 1699
KV Arts Festival Denise Wright
4465 1963
K.V.C.A..
Barbara Woodney 4465 1117
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam
4465 1756
K. V. Sustainable Land Management Group
Jan Johnson
4465 1593
KVRFS Captain David Smart
4465 1214
K. V. Show
Sharon Gomez
4465 1580
Iyengar Yoga
Rose Andrews 4465 1364
Osborne Park/Hall Jacqui. Lenz
4465 1272
Pioneer Museum Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Seniors Support Tony Barnett
4465 1800
Tourist Assn Brenda Sambrook 4465 ????
Upper River Progress Assn
David Loneragan 4465 1364

OTHER ORGANISATIONS

AGES & STAGES
Cubs/Scouting Gary Thomas
Cuppa and kids Cecily Paterson

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Rick
4465 1113 Group Secretaries - please check & update details
4446 1160 Alcholics Anonymous
4465 1585 Brogers Creek Landcare
Andrew Fitzsimmons 4465 1482
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